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Cambridge CARES

FOREWORD
I

am very pleased to present the 9th Biannual
Research Report of the Cambridge Centre for
Advanced Research and Education in Singapore
(CARES). This is our final scientific report of the
first phase of C4T—Cambridge Centre for Carbon
Reduction in Chemical Technology—and I am
happy to report that the National Research Foundation Singapore (NRF) has awarded funding for
C4T Phase 2. This report contains the latest C4T
research as well as an update on the progress of
our first Intra-CREATE programme, eCO2EP.
PHASE 2
C4T Phase 2 commences in November 2018. It
builds on our Phase 1 research and includes two
new Interdisciplinary Research Programmes
(IRPs). IRP Better Business will focus on how we
can best integrate and apply our research to industry here in Singapore and there is a new, separate IRP for the J-Park Simulator (part of IRP3 in
Phase 1). Our IRP4 programme on the Jurong Island electrical sub-network comes to an end with
Phase 1, but I am very impressed with the excellent work done by the IRP4 researchers. We enjoyed the opportunity to hear from them at the
IRP4 research review symposium in October, and
I would encourage you to take a look at their report on page 65. The new Phase 2 IRP4 will focus
on waste heat utilisation.
VISITORS
Over the last six months we have hosted three
Visiting Scientists, all of whom gave excellent
talks on their latest research, and arranged two
further guest seminars. These visits are always
beneficial for the students especially, both to find
out more about their own areas of research from
international experts and to hear about other subjects. You can read more about the C4T Visiting
Scientist series on page 111.
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We were also fortunate to host several interns this
year, most for a period of several months, and
greatly value their curiosity and hard work along
with the friendships formed during their stay.
INTRA-CREATE
CARES’ first Intra-CREATE programme, eCO2EP
(“A table top chemical factory for the reduction of
CO2 to value added chemicals”) is progressing
well and has started to generate research outputs.
You will find their latest research update on page
79.
HIGHLIGHTS
We were delighted to host the Vice-Chancellor of
Cambridge University, Professor Stephen Toope,
twice during the last reporting period. We gave
him an overview of CARES and had the opportunity to demonstrate some of our nanomaterials
work.
Many of our students and postdocs presented
work at the science and technology event
SWITCH in Singapore, which was a wonderful
opportunity to build links with industry. CARES
also had a research display at the Cambridge University alumni event, which was attended by the
Vice-Chancellor.
LOOKING AHEAD
We are excited to continue our existing research
projects and to welcome new members to CARES
in Phase 2. We also look forward to a visit from
our Scientific Advisory Committee to Singapore
in March, when we will present some of our early
Phase 2 research.
I hope I have encouraged you to read more about
CARES’ latest work and achievements in this report. As ever, please do get in touch if you have
any questions or see opportunity for collaboration.

Prof. Markus Kraft, CARES Director
October 2018
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ABOUT US
Cambridge CARES is the University of Cambridge’s presence in
Singapore

T

he Cambridge Centre for Advanced
Research and Education in Singapore
(CARES) is a wholly-owned subsidiary of the
University of Cambridge. CARES is funded by
the National Research Foundation as part of
CREATE (Campus for Research Excellence and
Technological Enterprise). We have a number of
research collaborations between the University of
Cambridge, Nanyang Technological University,
the National University of Singapore and
industrial partners.
The first programme administered by CARES is
the Cambridge Centre for Carbon Reduction in
Chemical Technology (C4T). The C4T programme
is a world-leading partnership between
Cambridge and Singapore, set up to tackle the
environmentally relevant and complex problem
of assessing and reducing the carbon footprint of
the integrated petro-chemical plants and electrical
network on Jurong Island in Singapore. It brings
together researchers from chemical engineering,
biotechnology, chemistry, biochemistry,
information engineering, electrical engineering,
materials science and metallurgy.

The motivation for the C4T project is to integrate
materials design and selection (i.e. for adsorbents
and catalysts) with advances in process design to
achieve improved selectivity and conversion.
Such improvements will provide a reduced
carbon footprint and energy demand for both
established and new processes. Lowering the cost
of CO2 capture, and technologies and strategies
for waste heat utilisation are also underlying
drivers in the research. These four collaborative
Interdisciplinary Research Programmes (IRPs)
combine state-of-the-art experimental analysis
with advanced modelling research from
Cambridge and Singapore. Whilst each IRP has
clearly defined milestones and deliverables,
denoted as work packages (WPs), there is
significant interaction between the IRPs.
The first five-year research phase of C4T came to
an end in October 2018. The programme has
received a further five years of funding,
commencing in November 2018.
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IRP 1: Multi-Scale Studies of Catalytic and
Adsorption Technologies (MUSCAT)
IRP 2: Electrochemical Multi-Scale
Engineering and Technology (EMSET)

Science,

IRP 3: Carbon Abatement in the Petroleum
Refining Industry: A Control and Optimisation
Research Network (CAPRICORN)
IRP 4: Integrated Chemicals and Electrical
Systems Operation (ICESO)
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The second programme administered by CARES
is eCO₂EP, a three-year programme that brings
together researchers from the University of
Cambridge, the University of California,
Berkeley, the National University of Singapore
(NUS) and Nanyang Technological University
(NTU) to develop ways of transforming carbon
dioxide emitted as part of the industrial process
into compounds that are useful in the chemical
industry supply chain.
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HIGHLIGHTS

OUTSTANDING WORK FROM THE LAST
SIX MONTHS OF CAMBRIDGE CARES RESEARCH
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Cambridge CARES

FOCUS ON

IMPACT
PhD student Vishvak Kannan discusses the real-world impact of
using electrochemical systems to reduce carbon emissions
Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of electrochemical systems to
reduce carbon emissions

B

oosting energy efficiency and switching to
clean energy are non-negotiable parts of reducing global carbon emissions. At CARES, we
are working on electrochemical and mathematical
solutions to both of these requirements, with the
aim of developing and optimising new technologies that will assist industry in its contribution
towards global carbon reduction.
An electrochemical system uses a chemical reaction to produce electrical energy or vice versa. A
few of the most well-used electrochemical systems include batteries, fuel cells, supercapacitors
and electrochemical converters. These systems
may either be galvanic—converting chemical energy to electrical energy, or electrolytic—using
electrical energy to perform a chemical reaction.
The energy efficiency of such systems is quantified as the amount of energy required to provide
the current or the products. The operating conditions of such systems greatly affects the energy
efficiency because the chemical changes are sensitive to the operating conditions such as temperature, pressure, active surface area of the catalyst,
etc.
Sensitivity analysis is the study of how the uncertainty in the output of a mathematical model can
be related to different uncertainties in the input to
the model. A similar study that quantifies this
uncertainty and predicts the propagation of un-
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certainty is called uncertainty analysis. In other
words, the sensitivity analysis shows how sensitive a system is to a given set of operating parameters and uncertainty analysis quantifies the deviation of the output of the system with respect to
the deviations in operating parameters. In addition to predicting optimal working conditions of
the system, these analyses also help to identify
regions of failure and evaluate a new technology.
Through this optimisation we can achieve better
energy efficiencies.
Recent studies have reported sensitivity and uncertainty analysis of individual functional layers/
components of these electrochemical systems (like
the catalyst layer) or consider these systems as an
energy source/sink of a larger network. However, there are very few or no studies on the sensitivity and uncertainty analyses of mechanistic
models of these electrochemical systems mainly
due to the computational cost.
At CARES, we are developing fast mechanistic
models of a CO2 converter, galvanic electrochemical reactor, electrochemical capacitor and lithium
-ion battery to carry out these analyses. This will
help to improve the energy efficiency of and to
predict and evaluate future low-carbon technologies. These fast models allow us to reduce the
computational cost significantly, which enables a
mechanistic sensitivity and uncertainty analysis.
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The work we are doing in this area is essential if
Singapore is going to meet its Paris Agreement
pledge to reduce emissions intensity by 36% below 2005 levels by 2030. In Singapore’s Climate
Action Plan, developed by the National Climate
Change Secretariat, the introduction of a carbon
tax will encourage industry to low their emissions. The ability to measure and improve the
energy efficiency of low-carbon technologies will
encourage their development and implementation, globally as well as in Singapore.

Vishvak Kannan (PhD student,
NUS, IRP2) received his Bachelor of Technology in chemical
engineering from Amrita School
of Engineering, India. He is
currently pursuing his PhD in
chemical engineering with Cambridge CARES and National
University of Singapore. During his undergraduate studies,
he has worked on synthesis of
metal oxide nanocomposites as
electrodes for lithium-ion batteries and multiphase flow of immiscible liquids in small channels. His current area of research focuses on mathematical
modelling of fundamental and
applied electrochemical systems.

Image: National Climate
Change Secretariat, Strategy
Group, Prime Minister’s
Office.
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FOCUS ON

FUNDAMENTAL SCIENCE
Researcher Dr YAN Yong explains the process of catalysis and how it
can create useful products from excess CO2
Catalytic CO2 hydrogenation to compensate for carbon emissions

T

he idea of catalysis was
pared to the lean-burn enfirst employed by Swegine, which leads to a 10%
dish chemist Jöns Jacob Berincrease in CO2 (carbon dioxzelius in 1835, and referred
ide) emissions. CO2, although
to the increase in reaction
considered less poisonous
rate by the addition of catathan the former three pollulysts. A catalyst will particitants, is now attracting more
pate in a reaction but not be
attention than ever for its
consumed during the proharmful environmental imcess. Heterogeneous catalypacts.
sis is distinguished by the
The atmospheric concentrause of catalysts in a different
tion of CO2 has been drastiphase from the reactants and
cally rising since the IndustriDr YAN Yong (Research Fellow,
products and is excellent for
al Revolution, due to the vast
NTU, IRP1) received his doctorate
product separation and the
consumption of fossil fuels.
in chemical engineering from
recycling of catalysts. As one
Human activities have resultNanyang Technological University,
of the most successful applied in an increase of 40% in
Singapore and his Master’s degree
cations of heterogeneous
atmospheric CO2 over the last
in environmental engineering from
catalysis in the 20th century,
few decades. The enhanced
the Chinese Academy of Sciences,
the three-way catalytic conconcentration of atmospheric
Beijing, China. His research
verter for the gasoline engine
CO2 not only results in a diinterests lie in heterogeneous
exhaust-gas
treatment
rect global warming effect,
catalysis for CO2 hydrogenation
achieves the simultaneous
but also deteriorates the staand oxygen carriers for chemical
reduction in the emission of
bility of the thermohaline
looping processes.
CO, unburned hydrocarbons
circulation of the North At(HC) and nitric oxides (NOx).
lantic Ocean, increasing the
The superiority of this technology is obvious—
acidity of oceanic water and so on. All of these
three-way catalytic convertors can significantly
constitute delicate parts in the worldwide ecoreduce the hazardous content of automobile emissphere and the failure of one component will
sions; ~95% of fatal CO, ~80% of unburned HC,
eventually lead to the devastating collapse of the
the precursor of photo-chemical smog and ~85%
whole system. An immediate mitigation of CO2
of NOx, which causes haze and acid rain. Howevemissions is the only solution in preventing us
er, for the three-way catalytic converter to work
reaching this tipping point.
effectively, extra fuel has to be consumed com-
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Converting CO2 into valuable products provides
solutions for both the decrease of CO2 concentration in emissions and the effective conversion of
CO2 after the fixation from the atmosphere. However, considering the reactant CO2 is characterised by high thermodynamic stability, a selective
catalytic reaction is needed to allow for an economic application. The catalytic hydrogenation of
CO2 shows great promise since large-scale H2
production is expected to be available at a low
cost by photocatalytic water splitting. Depending
on the reaction conditions, the target products
from CO2 hydrogenation include methane, carbon monoxide, methanol, formic acid, dimethyl
ether and ethanol.

After decades of dedicated endeavours from brilliant researchers, effective catalytic reaction systems have been developed and several industry
projects are now ongoing. The first industrialscale natural gas production by power-to-gas
technology from CO2 and renewable electricity is
built by the Audi e-gas facility in Werlte, northern Germany. Carbon Recycling International in
Iceland produces renewable methanol from catalytic CO2 hydrogenation at 4 million litres per
year for fuel applications and green production.
The efforts in catalytic utilisation of CO2 will continue to pay off to create a sustainable living environment for human beings.
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Highlighted research outputs from May - October 2018
IRP1: Hydrogen spillover through Matryoshkatype (ZIFs@)n−1ZIFs nanocubes
Guowu Zhan and Hua Chun Zeng, Nature Communcations
DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-06269-z
Abstract: Hydrogen spillover phenomenon is well
-documented in hydrogenation catalysis but still
highly disputed in hydrogen storage. Until now,
the existence of hydrogen spillover through metal
-organic frameworks (MOFs) remains a topic of
ongoing debate and how far the split hydrogen
atoms diffuse in such materials is unknown.
Herein we provide experimental evidence of the
occurrence of hydrogen spillover in microporous

MOFs at elevated temperatures, and the penetration depths of atomic hydrogen were measured
quantitatively. We have made Matryoshka-type
(ZIFs@)n−1ZIFs (where ZIFs = ZIF-8 or ZIF-67)
nanocubes, together with Pt nanoparticles loaded
on their external surfaces to produce atomic hydrogen. Within the (ZIFs@)n−1ZIFs, the ZIF-8 shell
served as a ruler to measure the travelling distance of H atoms while the ZIF-67 core as a terminator of H atoms. In addition to the hydrogenolysis at normal pressure, CO2 hydrogenation can
also trace the migration of H atoms over the ZIF-8
at high pressure.

Schematic representation for the hydrogen spillover over ZIF-8. a The proposed pathway of hydrogen spillover in
ZIF-8, which includes dissociative chemisorption of H2 on Pt surface, and subsequent migration of H atoms onto
ZIF-8 via spillover and diffusion, finally, hydrogenolysis of ZIF-67 if H atoms arrive the ZIF-67 layer. b ZIF67@ZIF-8/Pt model catalyst in a cross-section view. c, d The Zn–MeIm–Zn and Co–MeIm–Co linkages the periodic ZIF-8 and ZIF-67 crystals, where the coloured tetrahedrons represent primary building units in ZIFs. e Schematic of concentration gradient of hydrogen atoms and the coordinate system of the model discussed in the main
text, where L is the shell thickness of ZIF-8, and d is the penetration depth of hydrogen atoms.
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HIGHLIGHTS | research
IRP1: Ru/Al2O3 catalyzed CO2 hydrogenation:
Oxygen-exchange on metal-support interfaces
Yong Yan, Qiaojuan Wang, Chunyang Jiang, Yao
Yao, Di Lu, Jianwei Zheng, Yihu Dai, Hongming
Wang and Yanhui Yang, Journal of Catalysis
DOI: 10.1016/j.jcat.2018.08.026
Abstract: The metal-support interfaces of metallic
nanoparticles supported on oxide surfaces determine the activated dissociation of CO2 in CO2 hydrogenation. It also guides the catalytic pathway
towards either CO2 methanation or reverse watergas shift (rWGS). In this work, Ru/Al2O3 catalysts
with different Ru structural configurations were
prepared by controlling the Ru weight loadings,
which revealed the structure-dependence of production rates for CO and CH4 formation with different apparent activation energies. Based on the
characterisation results, two catalyst models were
setup: the Ru9/Al2O3 model consisted of an interface of monolayer Ru sites tightly contacted with
γ-Al2O3 support, and the Ru35/Al2O3 model represented a relatively larger Ru nanocluster supported on γ-Al2O3. Theoretical calculations of

these two models demonstrated that monolayer
Ru sites favored the rWGS route with a relatively
low energy barrier for both CO2 activation and
CO formation steps, while Ru nanoclusters preferred the methanation route energetically. Furthermore, the combination of theoretical calculations and experimental isotope-exchange measurements suggested that the interfacial O species
in Ru-O-Al interfaces played a critical role in CO2
activation via oxygen-exchanging with the O atom in the feeding CO2 and consequently incorporation into the final hydrogenation product.

IRP1: Explicit Flue Gas Adsorption Isotherm
Model for Zeolite 13X Incorporating Enhancement of Nitrogen Loading by Adsorbed Carbon
Dioxide and Multi-Site Affinity Shielding of
Coadsorbate Dependent upon Water Vapor
Content
Mark Purdue, The Journal of Physical Chemistry C
DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b02071
Abstract: Carbon capture from flue gas by adsorption processes requires a suitable isotherm
model for use in process simulators. Comparative
physical adsorption isotherm models are here
tested on an adsorption equilibrium loading data
set for Zeolite 13X (Z13X) between 298 and 348 K.
Dry flue gas mixture adsorption was found to
involve enhanced adsorption of N2 by up to 85%
relative to levels of N2 mixture adsorption predicted with pure species parameters. This relative
N2 deviation was found strongly dependent upon
the amount of adsorbed CO2 and suggested to be
caused by optimisation of molecular quadrupole
interactions in the adsorbate layer. A supplemental isotherm expression dependent upon mixture fitting parameters characterised the phenomenon. Prediction of wet flue gas mixture adsorp-

tion on Z13X was tested with different numbers
of adsorption sites in the α-cavity and logistic
formulations to exclude CO2 and N2 from hydrophilic adsorption sites but without success.
Shielding the affinity of Z13X toward coadsorbates using the moisture content in the gas mixture
improved regression residuals. This method of
sticking parameter adjustment described the influence of adsorbed H2O hydrogen-bonded clusters on CO2 and N2 and may provide a path to
humid mixture adsorption prediction through
studies of pure H2O in porous materials.
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IRP2: Selective electrochemical H2O2 production
through two‐electron oxygen electrochemistry
Yuanyuan Jiang, Pengjuan Ni, Chuanxia Chen,
Yizhong Lu, Ping Yang, Biao Kong, Adrian Fisher
and Xin Wang, Advanced Energy Materials
DOI: 10.1002/aenm.201801909
Direct electrochemical production of hydrogen
peroxide (H2O2) through two‐electron oxygen
electrochemistry, for example, the oxygen reduction in fuel cells or water oxidation in water electrolysers, could provide an attractive alternative
to locally produce this chemical on demand. The
efficiency of these processes depends greatly on
the availability of cost‐effective catalysts with
high selectivity, activity, and stability. In recent
years, various novel nanostructured materials
have been reported to selectively produce H2O2.
Through combined experimental and theoretical
approaches, underlying mechanisms in the electrochemical synthesis of H2O2 via oxygen electrochemistry have been unveiled. Considering the
remarkable progress in this area, the authors
summarise recent developments regarding the
direct production of H2O2 through two‐electron
electrochemical oxygen reactions. The fundamental aspects of electrochemical oxygen reactions are
first introduced. Various types of catalysts that
can effectively produce H2O2 via two‐electron
oxygen electrochemistry are then presented. In
parallel, the unique structure‐, component‐, and

IRP2: Design and Integration of Molecular‐Type
Catalysts in Fuel‐Cell Technology
Vishal Jose, Kamal Elouarzaki, Adrian Fisher and
Jong-Min Lee, Small Methods
DOI: 10.1002/smtd.201800059
The field of molecular electrocatalysis research
includes a wide range of emerging technologies
that utilise molecular catalysts to catalyse anodic
and/or cathodic reactions within a fuel‐cell setup,
and has developed greatly in the last 10 years.
Although the vast majority of fuel cells utilise
noble metals as catalysts, several systems have
been recently developed that are based on molecular catalysts. The focus here is on the integration
of molecular catalysts in a fuel‐cell setup, which is
contextualised, and which is named as “fuel‐cell‐
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A brief summary of some important findings of H2O2
production through two‐electron oxygen
electrochemistry.
composition‐dependent electrochemical performance together with the underlying catalytic
mechanisms are discussed. Finally, a brief conclusion about the recent progress achieved in electrochemical generation of H2O2 and an outlook on
future research challenges are given.

based molecular‐type catalysts” here. The latter
utilise a wide variety of chemical compounds,
such as organometallics and organic or bioinspired compounds, to harvest chemical energy to
generate current. Here, the state‐of‐the‐art for all
molecular catalysts that convert chemical energy
in a fuel‐cell setup is discussed and a novel classification system is presented to illustrate how molecular catalysts integrate into the broad field of
fuel cells. The current performance of molecular
catalysts in systems that use different fuels is
summarised, and finally, for the first time, the
achievable power outputs of fuel cells using
uniquely molecular catalysts are presented.
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HIGHLIGHTS | research

Glucose fuel‐cell MAE
reported by Elouarzaki et al.

IRP2: Coupling orientation and mediation strategies for efficient electron transfer in hybrid
biofuel cells
Kamal Elouarzaki, Daojian Cheng, Adrian Fisher
and Jong-Min Lee, Nature Energy
DOI: 10.1038/s41560-018-0166-4
Abstract: Enzymes are promising electrocatalysts
for electron transfer (ET) in many biological processes. Strategies to enhance ET between enzymes
and electroactive surfaces include orientation and
immobilisation of the enzymes and electron mediation. Here, we develop a strategy to couple
orientation and electron mediation on electrodes
based on carbon nanotubes. This is achieved by
the synthesis of a redox mediator that contains an
enzyme-orientation site (pyrene), an electron-

carrier redox mediator (2,2′-azino-bis(3ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid) (ABTS)) and
an electropolymerisable monomer (pyrrole). The
coupling of an enzymatic orientation and a mediated ET in the same chemical structure (pyrrole–
ABTS–pyrene (pyrr–ABTS–pyr)) provides a much
-improved performance in the bioelectrocatalysis.
We demonstrate two fuel cells for the synthesised
redox mediator. In a proton-exchange membrane
hydrogen/air fuel cell and in a membraneless
fuel cell, the pyrr–ABTS–pyr biocathode provides
a power density of 1.07 mW cm−2 and 7.9 mW
cm−2, respectively. The principle of coupling an
enzyme orientation and a redox mediator allows
a great variety of mediators to be engineered and
provides vast possibilities for the development of
fuel cells.

a Representations of Trametes versicolor Lac with the hydrophobic binding pocket oriented towards the bottom of
the page and the T1 copper site located on one side of the enzyme at the base of a hydrophobic pocket, which acts as
the binding site of the enzyme substrate. b Graphical depiction of the ET from the electrode towards Lac through
poly(pyrr)–ABTS–pyr film.
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IRP3: Flexoelectricity and the Formation of Carbon Nanoparticles in Flames
Jacob Martin, Maria Botero, Radomir Slavchov,
Kimberly Bowal, Jethro Akroyd, Sebastian
Mosbach and Markus Kraft, The Journal of Physical
Chemistry C
DOI: 10.1021/acs.jpcc.8b08264
Abstract: The formation of carbon nanoparticles
in flames involves a nucleation step that remains
poorly understood. Experimentally, carbon nuclei
formation is known to depend strongly on the
electrical aspects of combustion, but modes of
interaction between charged species in the flame
and carbon precursors have yet to be found. We
present evidence for flexoelectrically polarised

aromatics contributing to carbon nanoparticulate
nucleation. We imaged the nascent nanoparticles
using high resolution transmission electron microscopy, which revealed that the majority of aromatics in the early carbon nanoparticles are fullerene-like and curved. The curvature induces a significant molecular flexoelectric dipole moment in
the polyaromatic hydrocarbons. This electric polarisation allows these molecules to strongly interact with chemi-ions produced during combustion,
which we demonstrate using electronic structure
calculations. The results indicate that the physical
interaction between fullerene-like polar aromatics
and chemi-ions is critically assisting the nucleation and opens a new route to reduce pollution
and improve flame-produced nanomaterials.

IRP3: Amino‐Assisted Anchoring of CsPbBr3
Perovskite Quantum Dots on Porous g‐C3N4 for
Enhanced Photocatalytic CO2 Reduction
Man Ou, Wenguang Tu, Shengming Yin, Weinan
Xing, Shuyang Wu, Haojing Wang, Shipeng Wan
Qin Zhong and Rong Xu, Angewandte Chemie International Edition
DOI: 10.1002/anie.201808930
Abstract: Halide perovskite quantum dots (QDs)
have great potential in photocatalytic applications if their low charge transportation efficiency
and chemical instability can be overcome. To circumvent these obstacles, we anchored CsPbBr3
QDs (CPB) on NHx‐rich porous g‐C3N4
nanosheets (PCN) to construct the composite
photocatalysts via N−Br chemical bonding. The
20 CPB‐PCN (20 wt % of QDs) photocatalyst exhibits good stability and an outstanding yield of
149 μmol h−1 g−1 in acetonitrile/water for photocatalytic reduction of CO2 to CO under visible
light irradiation, which is around 15 times higher
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TEM image of a) CsPbBr3 QDs, b) PCN, c) 20 CPB‐
PCN, and d) XRD patterns of CPB‐PCN
photocatalysts with different content of QDs.
than that of CsPbBr3 QDs. This study opens up
new possibilities of using halide perovskite QDs
for photocatalytic application.
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IRP3: Size spectra and source apportionment of
fine particulates in tropical urban environment
during southwest monsoon season
Yichen Zong, Maria Botero, Liya Yu and Markus
Kraft, Environmental Pollution
DOI: 10.1016/j.envpol.2018.09.124
Abstract: In this study, we carried out high timeresolution measurements of particle number concentration and size distribution (5–1000 nm) in
Singapore, which represents a tropical urban environment. The measurements were taken during
the southwest monsoon season in 2017 using a
fast-response differential mobility spectrometer at
a sampling rate of 1 Hz. In the measurement,
short-lived nucleation events were found prominent at early afternoon because of the abundant

incoming radiation that enhances the photochemical reactions in atmosphere. For the first time in
the region, a five-factor positive matrix factorisation approach was applied to the size spectra data. Based on PM number concentration, two
sources within nucleation mode (<30 nm) were
resolved and account for 43% of total number
concentration, which is higher than the available
monitoring data in other big cities. Among the
sources, O3-related atmospheric photochemical
reactions with peak size at 10–12 nm is a unique
factor and prominent in early afternoon nucleation events. The findings of this work can serve as
a baseline for assessing influence of local and
cross-border airborne PM emissions during various seasons in the future.
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IRP4: Multi-objective economic-environmental
power dispatch with stochastic wind-solar-small
hydro power
Partha Biswas, P.N. Suganthan, Boyang Qu and
Gehan Amaratunga, Energy
DOI: 10.1016/j.energy.2018.03.002
Abstract: Economic-environmental power dispatch is one of the most popular bi-objective nonlinear optimisation problems in power system.
Classical economic power dispatch problem is
formulated with only thermal generators often
ignoring security constraints of the network. But
importance of reduction in emission is paramount
from environmental sustainability perspective
and hence penetration of more and more renewable sources into the electrical grid is encouraged.
However, most common forms of renewable
sources are intermittent and uncertain. This paper
proposes multiobjective economic emission power dispatch problem formulation and solution
incorporating stochastic wind, solar and smallhydro (run-of-river) power. Weibull, lognormal
and Gumbel probability density functions are
used to calculate available wind, solar and smallhydro power respectively. Some conventional
generators of the standard IEEE 30-bus system are
replaced with renewable power sources for study
purpose. Network security constraints such as
transmission line capacities and bus voltage limits
IRP4: GIS integrated automation of a near realtime power-flow service for electrical grids
Krishnanand Kaippilly Radhakrishnan, Joymala
Moirangthem, Sanjib Kumar Panda and Gehan
Amaratunga, IEEE Transactions on Industry Applications
DOI: 10.1109/TIA.2018.2855645
Abstract: Electrical grid’s modernisation and the
need for sustainable sources of energy lead to
changes in physical infrastructure and subsequent
operations of the grid, such as penetration of renewables and local power generation from them.
There is a shift in paradigm from remotely concentrated generation towards distributed generations that are local to the loads. To meet the objective of sustainability, the local generations must
include renewable energy conversions. This requires power-flow management of power varia-
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Adapted IEEE 30-bus system for MOEED study with
wind-solar-small hydro units.
are also taken into consideration along with constraints on generator capabilities and prohibited
operating zones for the thermal units. Decomposition based multiobjective evolutionary algorithm and summation based multiobjective differential evolution algorithm are applied to the
problem under study. An advanced constraint
handling technique, superiority of feasible solutions, is integrated with both the multiobjective
algorithms to comply with system constraints.
The simulation results of both the algorithms are
summarised, analysed and compared in this
study.
bility arising from the spatial and temporal characteristics of the renewables like solar energy.
Such management must require least human intervention, and it is achievable through fast and
reliable automations. This paper presents Geographic Information System (GIS) integrated automation of a non-iterative power-flow method
known as Holomorphic Embedded Power Flow
(HEPF), thereby providing local grids the ability
to manage themselves. Since HEPF reliably guarantees the solution and reaches it very fast
through constructing the solution, it is an ideal
candidate for near real-time updates of the electrical states of a power system. The role of the HEPF
as a key enabler for the services of a power-flow
manager, that performs optimisations for a cluster
of buildings, is then illustrated.
Accompanying figure >
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HIGHLIGHTS | research
IRP4: A trust-region based sequential linear programming approach for AC optimal power flow
problems
L.P.M.I. Sampath, Bhagyesh Vijay Patil, Hoay
Beng Gooi, Jan Maciejowski and Keck-Voon Ling,
Electric Power Systems Research

tems show an acceptable quality of convergence
to a set of best-known solutions and a substantial
improvement in computational time, with linear
scaling proportional to the network size.

DOI: 10.1016/j.epsr.2018.09.002
Abstract: This study proposes a new trust-region
based sequential linear programming algorithm
to solve the AC optimal power flow (OPF) problem. The OPF problem is solved by linearising the
cost function, power balance and engineering
constraints of the system, followed by a trustregion to control the validity of the linear model.
To alleviate the problems associated with the infeasibilities of a linear approximation, a feasibility
restoration phase is introduced. This phase uses
the original nonlinear constraints to quickly locate
a feasible point when the linear approximation is
infeasible. The algorithm follows convergence
criteria to satisfy the first order optimality conditions for the original OPF problem. Studies on
standard IEEE systems and large-scale Polish sys-

The computational scalability comparison among all
solvers/algorithms for various IEEE (118, 300) and
Polish (2383, 2746, 3012) systems.

This shows the schematic of SCU server and client realtime communication that integrates HEPF-based power
flows and its optimisations to an updatable GIS display.
Since the GIS here is displayed in browsers, many of the
modern smart display devices can utilise the services of
SCU. This could provide intuitive understanding to
microgrid managers or building operators to perform
prosumer side management.
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Prerna Goyal (PhD student, NUS, IRP1) works on the Vacuum Swing Adsorption pilot plant rig.
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IRP1: MUSCAT

MULTI-SCALE STUDIES OF CATALYTIC AND
ADSORPTION TECHNOLOGIES (MUSCAT)

M

USCAT seeks to extend existing expertise in reaction engineering, multi-scale
imaging and modelling to reduce the carbon footprint and energy demand of
existing chemical processes by making catalytic and separation processes more
efficient as well as by introducing enhanced CO2 capture strategies into existing
processes. The aim is to tackle a range of problems relevant to industry in Singapore
and to investigate solutions with the potential to have short- and long-term
deliverables that improve the economic and environmental performance of both
existing and new processes.
MUSCAT is led by PIs:

Prof. Alexei Lapkin (CAM)
Prof. Samir Mushrif (NTU)
Prof. Hua Chun ZENG (NUS)
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OVERVIEW
I

n the latest reporting period, significant advances in our core research areas have been
achieved.

Most projects within IRP1 are maturing towards
important milestones, such as patent applications,
final papers and the generation of new proposals
based on discoveries made during the project and
new hypotheses. In the area of bio-feedstocks conversion, the team, comprising researchers from
NTU and Cambridge, has completed the study on
the mechanism of glycerol hydrogenolysis and
the publication is being finalised. There are a
number of exciting new functional structured materials emerging from the group of Prof. Hua
Chun ZENG (PI, NUS) and in the collaboration
with Cambridge we have found a way of scaling
up synthesis of some of these materials. One patent has been filed for the process and materials
and a second filing is currently being prepared. In
this area IRP1 is now exploring potential new collaborations, including with A*STAR institutes.

The final stage of Phase 1 within IRP1 has seen
the start of new projects, such as the work on paper industry waste conversion to bulk intermediates, significant investment into research infrastructure in preparation for Phase 2, such as development of high-pressure catalytic rig for methanol synthesis and commissioning of the parallel
reactor catalytic testing rig, as well as ongoing
work in the key scientific areas of IRP1: development of catalysts for CO2 and methane conversion, and further work on carbon capture. At the
same time we have began work on the project cofunded by industry, in the area of process optimisation by machine learning methods and have
signed a new industrial contract to work on new
methods of developing bio-based reactions.
Prof. Alexei Lapkin, PI
University of Cambridge

The work on CO2 capture has progressed significantly over the last few months, with the final
commissioning of the pilot scale rig. The team is
now generating data and finalising their publications on the new carbon capture cycle.
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Update on work package 2.1
Chemical looping with advanced oxide carriers
For the last six months, Jijiang HUANG (PhD student, NTU) has continued his work on the development of high-performance Ni catalysts for dry
reforming of methane reaction. The catalysts were
prepared via calcination of NiMgAl layered double hydroxides precursors. After H2 treatment,
highly-dispersed Ni particles formed on the
MgO/Al2O3 oxides support (Figure 1.1), achieving CH4 conversion rate as high as 8.3 mmolCH4
gcatalyst -1 s-1 at 900 °C. It was also found that higher
Mg/Al ratio in the support enhanced the stability
of the catalysts.
Nicholas Jose’s (PhD student, CAM) recent work
has been focused on the synthesis of twodimensional materials and their applications. The
high shear microreactor developed previously has
recently been filed for provisional patent status.
Figure 1.2 is an artistic representation of the reactor and its ability to influence the assembly of two
-dimensional layered double hydroxides.
Studies of metal organic frameworks (MOFs) in
the microreactor have also yielded interesting
results. Recent experiments with Cambridge University’s liquid transmission electron microscope
holder have shown that microreactor synthesis
and solvent selection can access new polymorphs
and architectures of 2D MOFs.
Work in the next phase will focus on developing a
commercial-scale platform for the rapid development of nanomaterials, with applications in energy, pharmaceuticals and chemical catalysis. Initial
experiments to apply these 2D materials for supercapacitor electrodes have already had promising results, indicating commercial potential for
this technology in the energy storage field.

Fig. 1.1: TEM image of the highly-dispersed Ni particles supported on the MgO/Al2O3 oxides
Jijiang HUANG
Image credit: Dr YAN Yong
temperature, boron amount. He also studied the
blank reaction with SiO2 support only and reaction assisted with thermal cracking only. The catalyst stability test is also present to show how the
catalyst work in a range of 200 mins. It was found
that among all the parameters, flow rate, temperature are two main driving forces for methane conversion and C2 yield. Adding of boron into copper slightly increases the yield of acetylene and
methane conversion. However, a strong evidence
for the effect of boron into copper on methane
coupling is not yet found through the experiments.

Xiaoping CHEN’s (Research Assistant, NTU) research focus is the non-oxidative coupling of methane over boron doped copper catalyst. He studied the effect of feeding gas flow rate, reaction

Fig. 1.2: High shear microreactor for chemical
synthesis.
Nicholas Jose
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Update on work package 1.2
CO2 methanation and biomass conversion

JIA Chunmiao
(a)
60

CO2 Conversion (%)

In this reporting period, Dr Polina Yaseneva
(Research Fellow, CAM) and her colleagues explored the production possibilities of the valuable
platform molecule nopinone from two alternative
terpenes-based waste feedstocks from paper production: crude sulfate turpentine (CST) from the
Kraft process and pressate from the hot water
process (HWP). Both feedstocks contain a mixture
of terpenes (including terpene of interest bpinene) but in different compositions. They modelled in Aspen Plus five different scenarios of
nopinone production from waste feedstocks
(Figure 1.4) via recombination of process steps:
ozonolysis and distillation. Feedstock terpenes
mixture (CST or HWP) is either oxidised and then
the product of interest is separated or b-pinene is
first separated and then oxidised to nopinone.
The mass and energy flows obtained in Aspen
models are used as inputs for LCA models and
transferred to Umberto software, where environmental impacts as well as process costs are calcu-

Fig. 1.3: The fluidised bed activity test: (a) CO2
conversion, CH4 selectivity. (b) Stability test of
NiCo/TiO2@SiO2 at 260 oC with the H2/CO2 ratio
of 4 under ambient pressure.
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In this reporting period, JIA Chunmiao (PhD student, NTU) has mainly worked on the catalyst
research for CO2 methanation in a fluidised bed,
including the catalyst design, preparation and
performance test (Figure 1.3). She is also working
on process optimisation and catalyst characterisation.
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lated. Preliminary calculations of LCIA for scenarios 1 and 5 (direct ozonolysis of CST or HWP
waste with following product separation) have
shown that processing of HWP waste is significantly more benign (carbon footprint, human toxicity and acidification). It was also revealed that
the main contributor to all environmental impacts
calculated in both scenarios is the solvent used for
mixture dilution – ethyl acetate – which overshadows all other contributions. Further Aspen model
optimisation allowed reduction of the required
amount of ethyl acetate and consequently the impacts. It is also planned to incorporate solvent
recycling in order to further improve the processes.
Fig. 1.4: Scenarios for producing nopinone from
low cost precursors.
Dr Polina Yaseneva
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Fig. 1.5: Ru/Al2O2 catalyst
with gamma-Al2O2supported Ru monolayers for
CO2 methanation.
Dr YAN Yong

Dr YAN Yong (Research Fellow, NTU) reports
that the metal-support interfaces of metallic nanoparticles supported on oxide surfaces determine
the activated dissociation of CO 2 in
CO2 hydrogenation. It also guides the catalytic
pathway towards either CO2 methanation or reverse water-gas shift (rWGS). Dr Yan prepared
Ru/Al2O3 catalysts with different Ru structural
configurations by controlling the Ru weight loadings, which revealed the structure-dependence of
production rates for CO and CH4 formation with
different apparent activation energies (Figure 1.5).
Different structure types of Ru sites on γ-Al2O3
were identified by the comprehensive analyses of
H2-O2 titration, STEM, EXAFS and CO adsorption
IRAS measurements. The monolayer and 3D
nanocluster sites of Ru metals are co-existed in
1% Ru/Al2O3 catalyst while the latter predominates over 2% and 3% Ru/Al2O3 catalysts. Based
on the characterisation results, two catalyst models were set up: the Ru9/Al2O3 model consisted of
an interface of monolayer Ru sites tightly contacted with γ-Al2O3support, and the Ru35/
Al2O3 model represented a relatively larger Ru
nanocluster supported on γ-Al2O3. Theoretical
calculations over these two models demonstrated
that monolayer Ru sites favoured the rWGS route
with a relatively low energy barrier for both
CO2 activation and CO formation steps, while Ru
nanoclusters preferred the methanation route energetically. In addition, a dynamic oxygenexchange process between CO2 and interfacial Ru
-O-Al bond in monolayer Ru-catalysed rWGS reaction was validated by theoretical calculation

results and experimental isotope labelling studies.
The dissociative adsorption of CO2 at interfacial
Ru sites leaves O* species to easily bridge with
the surface Al sites from the support, building
new Ru-O-Al bonds via the oxygen-exchange
process. The observation in this work highlights
the catalytic effects of the active metal-support
interfaces in the effective activation of CO2 for the
exploration of the supported metallic catalysts.
Dr Yan also prepared Y2O3 supported Ni catalysts
from different Y precursors. The catalysts synthesised via Y4O(OH)9(NO3) and YO(NO3) as precursors exhibit superior activity in CO2 methanation
reaction compared to the catalysts prepared by
direct impregnation of Y2O3. YO(NO3) acts as a
unique matrix to afford anchoring sites to interact
with Ni2+ ions, leading to a moderate interaction
between Ni metal and Y2O3 support, which translates into excellent catalytic activity and stability
towards CO poisoning. In situ DRIFTS spectra
confirm the reaction mechanism of Ni/
Y2O3
catalysed
CO2
methanation
with carbonates and formates as the key intermediates. The apparent difference in the rate of
transformation
of
formates
into methane determines catalytic activity of these
Ni/Y2O3 catalysts. This work provides an effective strategy to achieve CO2 activation and resistance to CO poisoning through careful selection of precursor for the support, which allows
the control of the strength of metal-support interaction.
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Update on work package 1.3
New materials and MOFs
Dr TAN Ying Chuan (Research Assistant, NUS)
reports that with the recent Paris climate agreement target to limit warming to 1.5 °C above preindustrial times, reducing carbon emission is urgently required. This can be achieved through a
combined effort of increasing energy efficiency,
shifting away from fossil fuels and performing
effective carbon capture and utilisation (CCU).
Conversion of anthropogenic CO2 to useful chemicals was envisioned in the late 20th century and
an exponential increase in research interest has
been observed ever since. In particular, significant
progress of methanol synthesis from CO2 hydrogenation has been achieved, though more improvement in the catalyst performance is still required for this process to be cost-effective. Conventional catalysts are derived conveniently from
multi-metal copper-based layered double hydroxides (LDHs), however, the surface area of the resultant multi-metal oxides is usually low (~50 m2
g−1).
In this work, metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
are used as the precursor to derive catalysts for
methanol synthesis. MOF-derived metal oxides
are known to be porous and exhibit high surface
area as the organic linkers serve as spacers between metal ions. However, MOFs are typically
mono-metallic, and therefore not ideal to prepare
catalysts for methanol synthesis. Ying Chuan was
able to produce a range of multi-metal copperbased MOFs with varying metal ions (Figure 1.6),
which can be conveniently converted to multimetal oxides. Currently, systematic catalytic testing of these materials is ongoing.

Fig. 1.6: HAADF-STEM images (scale bar: 300 nm)
and the corresponding EDX elemental mapping images of different bimetal copper-based MOFs.
Dr TAN Ying Chuan
Bowen LI (PhD student, NUS) reports that synthesis of carboxylic-based amNi-MOF-74 coating
shell onto Ni/SiO2 hollow spheres has been developed using solid Ni NPs as precursor. This
amNi-MOF-74 formation was examined to follow
a stepwise oxidation-etching-coordination process
in which oxidation of Ni to NiO has been proven
to be the rate determining step. The as-prepared
Ni/SiO2@amNi-MOF-74 catalyst has been tested
toward tandem imination of nitrobenzene with
benzaldehyde. Apart from integrating Ni NPs
with amNi-MOF-74, a combination of amNi-MOF74’s intrinsic active sites and well-defined pore
channels played a vital role in achieving the desired product in this complex tandem reaction.
Organosilica spheres in the sub-micrometre range
have
been
synthesised
from
3mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane. It was found

Fig. 1.7: Schematic illustration for multifunctionalities of Ni/SiO2@amNi-MOF-74
in tandem imination of nitrobenzene with
benzaldehyde.
Bowen LI
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Fig. 1.8: TEM images of a CuBDC
nanosheets, b CuBDC nanosheets
after 2,5-dihydroxyterephthalic acid
exchange, c CuBDC nanosheets
after 2-aminoterephthalic acid exchange, d CuBDC nanosheets after
2-nitroterephthalic acid exchange.
Runze QIN

that such organosilica spheres could absorb various kinds of noble metal and transition metal ions
into their structure. Organosilica@Pt and its derived Pt alloy catalysts have been tested toward
CO2 hydrogenation (gas-phase) and transcinnamaldehyde hydrogenation (liquid-phase) to
demonstrate the catalytic potential of such materials. Synthesis of mesoporous organosilica template was also explored at the same time to further enhance the catalytic potential.
Runze QIN (PhD student, NUS) reports that metal-organic frameworks have raised enormous attention for their high specific surface area and
tunable pore size. In Runze’s recent work, 2D
CuBDC nanosheets were firstly synthesised and
then ligand exchange was conducted for these
MOF nanosheets. It was found that when terephthalic acid ligand with different substitutes replaced the original organic ligand, it would
change the morphology of nanosheet structure.
Utilising AFM-Raman, Raman shifts could be observed based on different ligand exchange (Figure
1.8).
Jingjing WANG (PhD student, NUS): Recently,
transition metal-based chalcogenides (especially
sulfides) have attracted great attention as electro-

catalysts for oxygen evolution because of their
low cost, easy fabrication process and good electronic conductivity. However, pure nickel sulfide
nanostructures are still poor towards the catalytic
activity of OER. To improve their catalytic ability,
nickel sulfide-based heterogeneous nanostructures, such as MoS2/Ni3S2, NiFe-LDH/Ni3S2 and
PtNi/NiS have been reported (Figure 1.9). These
heterogeneous nanostructures, showing the synergistically promoted kinetics on varied active
sites and electron-reconfigured interfaces, are superior to their single-component counterparts for
OER. To fulfil the synergy in heterostructures,
rational engineering is necessary, in which the
heterointerfaces of each component should be
fully manifested, and the heterostructures should
guarantee the fast mass/charge transportation
and hydrophilic surface properties. In this regard,
the heterogeneous nanostructures of metal chalcogenides and metal-organic frameworks (MOFs)
which contain aquo- and hydroxo-rich nodes
could be good candidates of OER electrocatalysts.
However, these heterogeneous nanostructures
have been rarely reported so far.

Fig. 1.9: Schematic illustration of the
stepwise synthesis of NiSO-BDC.
Jingjing WANG
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Fig. 1.10: TEM images of
MASS-15 sphere loaded
with Cu/ZnO using ion
exchange method.
Jun Wen YEO

In the last half year, Jingjing has prepared a heterogeneous nanostructure of a Ni-based MOF modified NiS/Ni3S2 hollow nanoparticle. The OER
catalytic activity of the heterogeneous catalyst is
investigated, which shows greater enhancement
than its single-component counterparts. Through
mechanism study, the enhancement can be attributed to the synergistic effect of the advantageous heterogeneous structure, including the hydrophilia and coordinative unsaturation of NiBDC shell, the high conductivity and porosity of
NiS/Ni3S2 core, as well as the strongly coupled
interface between them.
Jun Wen YEO (PhD student, NUS) reports that
nanostructures with potential for industrial adoption are identified and modified to form the industrially relevant Cu/ZnO catalysts for methanol synthesis from carbon dioxide hydrogenation.
Specifically, mesoporous silica spheres (MSS),
mesoporous aluminosilicate spheres (MASS) and
layered double hydroxide nanostructures are chosen for their ease of synthesis and much lower
cost, as well as being understood and commonly
used as industrial catalyst supports.
MASS channels and Cu2+ or Zn2+ ions can provide

targeted loading of active species deep within the
pores as opposed to near the sphere surface. Initial experiments reveal the successful loading of
active components via this method, visible in the
form of nanoparticles within the pores, as shown
in Figure 1.10. However, the nanoparticles are too
large (10-20 nm) and the catalytic activity is predictably unimpressive. Further work is being
done to improve the activity so as to achieve a
balance between Al incorporation and CO2 hydrogenation activity.
Similar work is also being carried out on MgAlLDH materials that form either flower-like or
nanosheet morphology. In previous works these
materials have been used as a cheap support for
nanocrystals of metal-organic frameworks
(nanoMOFs), as shown in Figure 1.11. Current
experiments are aimed at utilising this method to
synthesise Cu/ZnO loaded MgAl-LDH materials
for CO2 hydrogenation.
Dr Ping LI (Research Fellow, NUS) notes that developing cost-effective and earth-abundant noblemetal-free oxygen evolution reaction (OER) electrocatalysts with high activity and durability is
highly desirable for future renewable energy sys-

Fig. 1.11: NanoMOFs
supported on easily synthesised
MgAl-LDH materials.
Jun Wen YEO
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Fig. 1.12: Simplified illustration
of the bimetallic Ni-Fe phosphide
nanocomposite and its OER
catalytic performance.
Dr Ping LI

tems. Herein, a facile and controllable approach is
developed to engineer a series of structurally
tiered bimetallic Ni–Fe phosphide nanocomposites with well-designed architectures and compositions through the topological conversion of
the flowerlike precursor of Ni–Fe layered double
hydroxides (LDHs). Remarkably, benefitting from
their special physicochemical features and desirable synergistic effect, the resultant bimetallic
phosphides can serve as a class of advanced highperformance electrocatalysts for water oxidation
with an extremely low overpotential of 233 mV to
deliver a current density of 10 mA cm−2, a small

Tafel slope of 42.5 mV dec −1, and strong durability
(30 h of continuous water electrolysis), favourably
representing the state-of-the-art level. This work
elucidates the promising electrocatalytic performance of multinary transition-metal phosphides
with controlled structures and compositions derived from LDHs for the OER.

Update on work package 1.4
Multi-scale modelling
ZHAO Ya (PhD student, NTU) is working on understanding the varying discharge rates of
lognormal particle size distributions (PSDs) with
the same mean particle diameter. Discrete element method (DEM) is used to simulate lognormal PSDs with the same arithmetic mean of the
particle diameter of 5 mm but varying PSD
widths (σ/μ = 10% to 70%) in a 3D conical hopper. Some highlights are noted: (i) the Beverloo
correlation and the modified correlations to account for various particle properties predict the
discharge rates of lognormal PSDs poorly; (ii) the

velocity vectors are less uniformly downwards in
the hopper for the wider PSDs, which results in
the slowing down of the discharge rate; (iii) the
radial particle velocity, and both the radial and
vertical particle angular velocity. Both the radial
and angular velocity increase with PSD width
throughout the first half of the hopper discharge;
and (iv) the collision force magnitudes are greater
for the wider PSDs, and the cross-sectional fluctuations of the collision forces at the cone height
increases with PSD width.

Fig. 1.13: Hoppers initialised with wellmixed particles of different particle size
distributions (PSDs):
(a) monodisperse
(b) lognormal PSD with σ/μ = 10%
(c) lognormal PSD with σ/μ = 30%
(d) lognormal PSD with σ/μ = 50%
(e) lognormal PSD with σ/μ = 70%
ZHAO Ya
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Update on work package 1.5
Fundamentals of adsorption and PSA
Prerna Goyal’s (PhD student, NUS) research project aims to study drying of wet flue gas in the
integrated Vacuum Swing Adsorption (VSA) process. The pilot plant rig has been extended to
make provision to measure single component
equilibrium isotherms by the constant volume
method. Equilibrium isotherm data for adsorption
of CO2 and N2 on silica gel up to 1 atm pressure at
different temperatures have been measured in the
constant volume apparatus. The data has been
matched with the independent adsorption data
measured using Micromeritics ASAP 2020 and
good agreement is seen with the ASAP data (as
shown in figure 1.14). The data are well captured
by the Langmuir isotherm model. Transport
mechanism for adsorption of N2 and CO2 on silica
gel has also been established from Dynamic Column Breakthrough (DCB) experiments. The results show that the N2 transport in silica gel is
controlled by Knudsen diffusion in the pores. For
CO2, both Knudsen and surface flow are present.
The surface diffusion component has been separated from the Knudsen contribution and it is
shown that the surface diffusivity is practically
constant in the adsorbed CO2 concentration range
expected in the VSA experiments. CO2 breakthrough runs have been done at different temperatures to find out the activation energy for surface
diffusion. Binary breakthrough experiments have
been conducted for CO2/N2 mixtures in order to
confirm the mixture equilibrium.
Measurement of equilibrium data for moisture

adsorption on silica gel and its transport mechanism in the pores are in progress. Breakthrough
experiments for understanding competitive adsorption of CO2, N2 and moisture and confirm the
mixture equilibrium are underway.
Future work will extend process simulations to
three component simulation models. On the experimental front, the multi-purpose rig shall be
used for conducting VSA experiments for drying
of wet flue gas over a wide range of process conditions.
Dr Mark Purdue (Research Fellow, NUS) reports
that in support of pilot plant adsorption process
studies, independent adsorption equilibrium
measurements were initially tested using thermogravimetric analysis but ultimately performed
using a customised constant volume apparatus.
This enabled pure dry gas dosing experiments at
defined pressures on a known amount of regenerated adsorbent to provide for high quality equilibrium isotherm data for CO2 and N2 on silica gel.
Comparative dynamic column breakthrough
(DCB) experiments were subsequently supported
and performed using Labview automatic control
of gas flow operations. For this series of experiments, an in situ column regeneration method
was proven effective to provide for silica gel regeneration at 150 °C with simultaneous vacuum
and intermittent helium purge. High quality gas
leak testing was established to ensure no disturbance of the system material balance during DCB
experiments. In addition to DCB of N2, CO2 and

Fig. 1.14: Adsorption
curves for CO2.
Prerna Goyal
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Fig. 1.15: Vacuum Swing Adsorption pilot plant rig.

dry flue gas mixtures in a 30 cm column, DCB
was also performed using a custom-designed humidification system with a fast-response humidity sensor to study water vapour equilibrium and
kinetics on silica gel. The adsorption column was
interchanged for a 15 cm column, selected due to
the significantly longer experimental times required for column saturation to occur. With wet
flue gas adsorption equilibria and kinetics on silica gel established experimentally, a three-step
Vacuum Swing Adsorption (VSA) process for
moisture capture using feed pressurisation, high
pressure adsorption and reverse evacuation shall
next be investigated. Power logging of electrical
energy consumption by a vacuum pump and gas
composition analysis by mass spectrometry shall
assist to develop the understanding of employing
a silica gel column to guard downstream adsorption columns used for carbon capture. This shall
be followed by pilot plant studies of dual column
VSA using silica gel and Zeolite 13X adsorption
columns in series.

Separately, numerical process simulations of DCB
were performed using NAG Fortran for the adsorption of dry flue gas on Zeolite 13X using a
novel equilibrium isotherm to account for supplementary N2 adsorption on CO2. Further, VSA process simulations were performed using an established four-step VSA process with light product
pressurisation. A novel adsorption equilibrium
isotherm model for wet flue gas adsorption on
Zeolite 13X has been included in the process simulations for dual column VSA for carbon capture
from wet flue gas. The process model has been
kept flexible to allow for different scheduling operations for validation against the CARES pilot
plant studies and for scaling up to determine the
levelised cost of electricity generation from a 630
MW power plant with carbon capture units for
continuous processing of wet flue gas. The process model enables results to be numerically compared to a dual column VSA process with an alternative established six-step VSA cycle for carbon capture.
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Scientific output
The following are some examples of CREATE-acknowledgement papers generated by IRP1 during the reporting
period. A full list of publications may be found on page 87.
Lewis basicity generated by localised charge
imbalance in noble metal nanoparticleembedded defective metal–organic frameworks
Ying Chuan Tan and Hua Chun Zeng
DOI: 10.1038/s41467-018-06828-4
Abstract: Interactions between metal nanoparticles (NPs) and metal–organic frameworks (MOFs)
in their composite forms have proven to exhibit
beneficial properties, such as enhanced catalytic
performance through synergistic effects. Herein,
we show that Lewis basic sites can be created
within an anionic defective MOF by engineering
the electronic state of the pendant carboxylate
groups situated at the defect sites. This is
achieved from the concerted interactions between
the pendant carboxylate groups, embedded Pd
NPs and charge-balancing cations (Mn+ = Ce3+,

Improved stability of Y2O3 supported Ni catalysts for CO2 methanation by precursordetermined metal-support interaction
Yong Yan, Yihu Dai, Yanhui Yang and Alexei
Lapkin
DOI: 10.1016/j.apcatb.2018.06.021
Abstract: Y2O3 supported Ni catalysts were prepared from different Y precursors. The catalysts
synthesised via Y4O(OH)9(NO3) and YO(NO3) as
precursors exhibit superior activity in CO2
methanation reaction compared to the catalysts
prepared by direct impregnation of Y2O3. YO
(NO3) acts as a unique matrix to afford anchoring
sites to interact with Ni2+ ions, leading to a moderate interaction between Ni metal and Y2O3 support, which translates into excellent catalytic ac-
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Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Mg2+, Li+, Na+ or K+). This work
is the first example of generating a new collective
property, i.e. Lewis basicity, in metal-carboxylate
MOFs. Importantly, the choice of Mn+, used during cation exchange, acts as a convenient parameter to tune the Lewis basicity of the MOF-based
nanocomposites. It also provides a facile way to
incorporate active metal sites and basic sites within carboxylate-based MOFs to engineer multifunctional nanocatalysts.
Schematic illustration of the stepwise preparation of Pd/
M-HKUST-1-R. HKUST-1-R undergoes an in situ
reduction of Pd2+ to form Pd/HKUST-1-R (step i) and
subsequent cation exchange with Mn+ (where Mn+ =
Ce3+, Co2+, Ni2+, Cu2+, Mg2+, Li+, Na+ or K+) forms Pd/
M-HKUST-1-R (step ii)

tivity and stability towards CO poisoning. In situ
DRIFTS spectra confirm the reaction mechanism
of Ni/Y2O3 catalysed CO2 methanation with carbonates and formates as the key intermediates.
The apparent difference in the rate of transformation of formates into methane determines catalytic activity of these Ni/Y2O3 catalysts. This
work provides an effective strategy to achieve
CO2 activation and resistance to CO poisoning
through careful selection of precursor for the support, which allows to control the strength of metal
-support interaction.

Accompanying graphical abstract >
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Architectural Designs and Synthetic Strategies
of Advanced Nanocatalysts
Guowu Zhan, Ping Li and Hua Chun Zeng
DOI: 10.1002/adma.201802094
Abstract: Advanced nanocatalysts with high compositional and structural tailorability have
emerged as a new class of heterogeneous catalysts
exhibiting many new technical merits over their
conventional counterparts. Generally, preparation
of such catalysts involves the integration of cata-

lyst components with compositional, size, and
shape controls into a larger material system in
order to bring along collective and synergetic effects of individual components. Herein, a brief
review of architectural designs and synthetic
strategies for making these nanocatalysts is presented. Due to length constraints, only four major
types of them are highlighted together with some
general rules of design and synthesis. Finally, a
critical outline of future perspective in this field is
proposed.

Schematic illustrations of preparation of
supported nanocatalysts.
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Other activities and achievements
Many members from IRP1 presented their research at the SWITCH tech trade fair. An augmented reality display was used to enable the
conference attendees to interact and explore the
nanostructures synthesised by the group.
Nicholas Jose and his supervisor Prof. Alexei Lapkin have written a book chapter titled “Influence
of hydrodynamics on wet synthesis of nanomaterials”. The book, Advanced Nanomaterials
for Catalysis and Energy, will be published in
2019:
N. Jose, A. Lapkin, Influence of hydrodynamics on wet
syntheses of nanomaterials, in “Advanced Nanomaterials for Catalysis and Energy”, Ed. V.A. Sadykov, Elsevier, Amsterdam, 2019. pp. 29-60.

Series ed. P. Anastas, Volume ed. A. Lapkin, WileyVCH, 2018. pp. 1-18.
C.S. Horbaczewskyj, C.E. Willans, A.A. Lapkin, R.A.
Bourne, An introduction to closed-loop process optimization and online analysis”, in “Green Chemical Engineering”, v.12 Handbook of Green Chemistry, Series
ed. P. Anastas, Volume ed. A. Lapkin, Wiley-VCH,
2018. pp. 329-374.
Dr YAN Yong presented his work ‘Improved stability of Y2O3 supported Ni catalysts for
CO2 methanation by precursor-determined metalsupport interaction’ at the 10th International Conference on Environmental Catalysis in Tianjin,
China, in September.

Prof. Lapkin has edited a book called Green
Chemical Engineering, which has been published
and includes two chapters by him:
Lapkin, Chemical engineering science and green chemistry - the challenge of sustainability, in “Green Chemical Engineering”, v.12 Handbook of Green Chemistry,

Dr YAN Yong at the 10th
International Conference on
Environmental Catalysis

Cambridge CARES’ display at
Singapore Week of Innovation
& TeCHnology (SWITCH).
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IRP2: EMSET

ELECTROCHEMICAL MULTI-SCALE
ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY

SCIENCE,

T

he EMSET programme targets the exploitation of renewable sourced electrons for
the production of value added chemicals. The aim of these new technologies and
synthetic routes focuses on the development and exploitation of novel technologies
which lead to a net reduction in CO2 emissions for chemical production. The three core
thrusts to EMSET are 1) the development of high resolution electrochemical methods
using big data approaches which can be exploited to gain quantitative understanding
of the physical and chemical processes that limit efficient electrical conversion, 2) the
investigation and discovery of advanced catalysts, electrode architectures and the
wiring of these complex structures to ensure optimal conversion rates and 3) the
development of integrated advanced reactor systems.
EMSET is led by PIs:
Dr Adrian Fisher (CAM)
Prof. Xin WANG (NTU)
Prof. Jim Yang LEE (NUS)
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OVERVIEW
I

n the latest reporting period, significant advances in our core research areas have been
achieved. In collaboration with Prof. Erik Birgersson (Co-PI, NUS), Dr Ashoke Raman Kuppa
(Research Fellow, NUS) has continued his studies
in the area of advanced numerical analysis. The
design of the electrochemical reactors have been a
core focus, with Vishvak Kannan (PhD student,
NUS) exploring statistical analyses to optimise
the working conditions of a galvanic electrochemical reactor. These will be exploited for applications in our reactor engineering investigations
and in due course facilitate in-design optimisation.
PhD student WANG Yian’s (CAM) work has focused on further numerical analysis of energy
related electrochemical reactions and development of the numerical models in particular focused on energy storage systems. This builds on
Vishvak’s work noted in the previous biannual
report, which explored advanced protocols for
electrochemical control and analysis. In particular
the exploration of optimal voltage waveform protocols has been exploited to quantify the highly
non-linear i/V parameters linked to electrolytic
reaction.
In collaboration with Prof. Xu ZHICHUAN (CoPI, NTU) Dr Chencheng DAI (Research Fellow,
NTU) has continued the development of efficient
strategies for the electrochemical production of
lactic acid and other higher value mark up products. In this reporting period, new reactors and
flow rigs have been designed and constructed for
variable pressure and temperature studies to be
undertaken next.
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In new developments working with Prof. Jim
Yang LEE (PI) at NUS, we have been applying
novel electrochemical strategies in the area of
smart energy-saving materials. In particular the
development of metal-doped TiO2 colloidal nanocrystals with broadly tunable plasmon resonance
absorption characteristic has been successfully
delivered with NUS IRP2 team Shengliang
ZHANG, Dr Sheng CAO and Dr Tianran
ZHANG. This links strongly to our collaborations
with the Cambridge civil engineering professor
Abir Al-Tabbaa.
The development of the IRP2 international outreach programme has expanded significantly
within the current reporting period. October 2018
saw the launch of an advanced sensors and techniques masterclass in the UK in collaboration
with ANB Sensors and STEMNOVATE. This new
masterclass programme highlights IRP2 developments in the area of electrochemical sensing and
applications. Delegates from local Cambridge
companies attended the two-day programme.
Our collaboration with Metrohm has also continued to develop with masterclass activities in Australia (December 2018) and Singapore (June 2019)
already confirmed for the next reporting period.

Dr Adrian Fisher, PI
University of Cambridge
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Update on work package 2.1
Numerical multi-scale electrochemical modelling and analysis
In this report Vishvak Kannan (PhD student,
NUS) gives a summary of the progress in mechanistic modelling of different configurations and
modes of operation of a galvanic electrochemical
reactor (ECR) is presented. A one-phase, steady
state was solved and reported earlier. Following
this a two-phase steady state model was set up
which considers the spatial distribution of liquid
water and saturation within the porous regions.
This model was experimentally validated and
was used as a base case, where further modifications to include the effect of different configurations and operating conditions, were carried out.
Following the steady-state models, Vishvak has
set up transient models to capture the dynamic
effects of different modes of operation and working conditions. One such mode of operation is
operating the galvanic ECR under a controlled
current short circuit (CSC). CSC has been reported to improve the performance of the galvanic
ECR, but the exact reason for the improvement is
still unclear. Although there are a few hypotheses
that have been reported in literature, the evidence
for these is lacking. In order to obtain deep insights into this phenomenon, mathematical models incorporating CSC and the hypotheses available in literature are being solved. These models
are solved in both dead-ended and open-ended
anode configurations. In the case of a dead-ended

anode system, the flow channel is periodically
purged, and this is also considered in the mathematical model.
Vishvak will also carry out statistical analyses to
optimise the working conditions of the ECR in
tandem. The statistical analyses include a Monte
Carlo based uncertainty analysis and a sigmanormalised derivative based sensitivity analysis
along with linear regressions. Different parameters to which the system is sensitive are varied
simultaneously at random around a prescribed
mean with a standard deviation following a normal distribution. Such a random, simultaneous
variation of multiple parameters allows a numerical evaluation of the system which is closer to
reality and helps in identifying failure modes and
optimal working conditions.
WANG Yian’s (PhD student, CAM) main research area lies in the investigation of conventional electrochemical reactions and development of
the numerical models to quantify energy storage
systems. Since starting the second year of his PhD
at Cambridge CARES, he has focused on studying
the realistic electrocatalytic process for redox systems which cannot be achieved by conventional
techniques. Jointly with Dr Kamal Elouarzaki
(Research Fellow, NTU), one paper on quantitative mechanistic insights into a hydrogenase-like
reaction has already been completed and submit-

Fig. 2.1: Temperature
distribution in a galvanic
electrochemical reactor
operating at 0.2 V.
Vishvak KANNAN
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Fig. 2.2: Validation of the model predictions for the
electrocatalysis of (DPDE)RhIII and the kinetic parameters as a
function of the applied potential. Inset: Voltammogram of
hydrogenase. Experimental validation of the model predictions
showing the electrochemical reactivation of (DPDE)Rh III catalyst
in the presence of 50 mM glucose in pH 14 and at v = 10 mV s -1
(A). Voltammogram of hydrogenase with an [NiFe] active site at
45 °C in pH 7.4 under H2 and at v = 5 mV s-1 is presented in
the inset (A).
WANG Yian
ted to a high-impact journal. Figure 2.2 shows the
validations between experimental data and numerical simulations giving an excellent agreement
in such a complex system. Yian and Kamal are
now preparing a second chapter on using an alternative chronoamperometric voltammetry to
explore the same electrocatalytic system in order
to capture more unusual current features from the
experiments. As a fourth year PhD student, Yian
has completed his final dissertation and submitted to the University of Cambridge.
Yian’s main work in the current stage describes
the investigation of a unique current behaviour
generated from a chosen electrochemical system,
in which a totally inverted backward peak occurs
on the reversal scan by cyclic voltammetry
(Figure 2.2 inset). This specific example has recently been reported in the open literature based
on non-enzymatic catalyst by preparing rhodiumporphyrin catalyst on a multi-walled carbon
nanotube matrix. Such a phenomenon has been
observed in literature for only surface-confined
hydrogenase, which exhibits electrocatalytic inactivation and activation processes (IAPs). A very
detailed mechanistic analysis is carried out to understand the thermodynamics and kinetics of
IAPs and the stepwise investigations offer a
mechanism for glucose oxidation which proceeds

an EC’CE scheme with catalytic steps like the
ones presented for hydrogenase.
We are now employing a deeper investigation of
the same electrocatalytic inactivation and activation processes (IAPs) by chronoamperometric
voltammetry. The important kinetic parameters
are obtained through an alternative technique.
The approach surprisingly leads to an unexpected
difference between the anodic and cathodic peak
current at a far more negative potential. Cyclic
voltammetry is used again with increased sweeping range; as a result, an additional reduction
peak is observed at -1.15 ± 0.05 V under low scan
rate (< 50 mV/s). This observation implies extra
electrochemical (coupled with chemical) steps in
the system, which is resulted from the formation
of dimeric rhodium intermediates. The implementation of computational-based model is utilised to
quantitatively analyse the dimer formation
scheme, and the more comprehensive mechanism
of the surface-confined rhodium-porphyrinic catalyst is summarised in Figure 2.3.

Fig. 2.3: Overall catalytic cycle
including rhodium dimer formation.
The red arrows represent the very fast
electron transfer step. The rest of the
arrows in different colours represent
different chemical steps.
WANG Yian
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Update on work package 2.2
Electrode development and testing
Naziah binte Mohamad Latiff (PhD student,
NTU) reports that with climate change, global
warming, depleting amount of fossil fuels and
rising energy demands, it becomes critical for us
to search for practical energy solutions. In this
endeavour, layered materials such as graphenes,
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) and
black phosphorus have demonstrated promising
properties as new materials for applications in
enhanced energy storage and generation systems
such as batteries, supercapacitors and fuel cells.
In the heart of these devices, electrochemistry
plays a central role in their operation. Therefore,
we are interested to investigate the electrochemical properties of layered materials to develop on
their performance for such applications. To further advance our current understanding in these
areas, we studied the effects of dopants in microwave exfoliated graphene on their capacitive performance, as well as the effect of valence and oxide impurities in two common TMDs (i.e. MoS2
and WS2) on their electrocatalytic hydrogen production for use in fuel cells. Besides technological
advancement, we also recognise that there is
growing concern over the potential health and
environmental hazards posed by these layered
materials. As such, we also investigated the cytotoxicity of several new emerging layered materials to conduct preliminary toxicological studies.

We have chosen vanadium dichalcogenides and
black phosphorus to address this research gap.
These electrochemical and cytotoxicity studies
would be useful for the progression of our endeavour towards sustainable clean energy.
Nur Farhanah Binte Rosli’s (PhD student, NTU)
recent work investigated the cytotoxicity and
electrochemical properties of MAX and MAB
phases. MAX and MAB phases are layered ternary carbides, nitrides and borides consisting of a
transition metal (M), an A-group element (A) and
carbon/nitrogen/boron (X/B). Investigating the
cytotoxicity of MAX and MAB phases is necessary as their toxicity has yet to be known and understanding their potential health risk is important prior to any future applications. Nur Farhanah’s investigations showed that MAX and
MAB phases possess negligible toxicity to lung
cancer cells (A549), kidney cells (HEK 293), breast
cancer cells (MCF-7) and liver cancer cells (HEP
G2), which suggest that they are safe materials for
future applications and are possibly biocompatible for biological applications. In addition, she is
currently exploring their performance as catalyst
for reactions in clean energy generation such as
hydrogen evolution reaction (HER), oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution
reaction (OER).

Fig. 2.4: Overview of PhD work ‘Layered materials for energy applications: Electrochemistry and toxicity studies’.
Naziah binte Mohamad Latiff
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Fig. 2.5: Cyclic voltammogram of
the electro(-co)-polymerisation of
1 mM aniline and 3 mM
melamine in 1.0 M HCl solution
on a SPCE containing AuNPs
and MWCNT-COOH at a scan
rate of 20 mV s–1.
Guo Xiong THAM

Guo Xiong THAM (PhD student, NTU) is currently working on the electro-co-polymerisation of
multiple monomers to produce a conductive polymer film that can possibly be used in energy
storage devices. The investigation of the type of
electrolyte, switching potential and the monomeric ratio can result in differing electrochemical behaviour of the electrosynthesis of poly (aniline-comelamine) on the surface of the working electrode. To achieve the maximum oxidation peak
current of PMEL, different concentration monomeric ratios of melamine and aniline were used
with 3:1 as the optimum ratio required to do so.
The oxidative peak potentials of PANI and PMEL
were shifted to more and less positive potentials
respectively as the number of potential cycles increased. The use of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
was also employed on a screen-printed carbon
electrode (SPCE). Coupled with the use of carboxylic acid functionalised carbon nanotubes on the
SPCE, electropolymerisation was also achieved
but further work needs to be done on the improvement of the current intensity.
Dr DAI Chencheng, Research Fellow, NTU:
An electron deficiency strategy for enhancing
hydrogen
evolution
on
CoP
nanoelectrocatalysts: Optimising the hydrogen adsorption on electrodes is one of the most effective
strategies to promote the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER). In recent years, cobalt phosphides
(CoP) have been identified as a promising catalyst
for HER in acid. However, the hydrogen adsorption on CoP is strong and a considerable overpotential has to be applied to enable HER. Here, we
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report a strategy to weaken the hydrogen adsorption on CoP through an electron deficiency in CoP
induced by Au@CoP core/shell structure. A
weakened hydrogen adsorption is confirmed by
the density functional theory (DFT) calculation.
Au@CoP gave an overpotential (η) of 160 mV at
the current density of 1 mA cm−2CoP, which is
about 50 mV less than pure CoP. It also exhibited
a turnover frequency (TOF) value of 0.68 s−1 per
active site at η = 150 mV, which is more than four
times higher than CoP. The strategy reported here
holds potential to be extended to other electrodes
for optimising their hydrogen adsorption for
HER.
Degree of Geometric Tilting Determines the Activity of FeO6 Octahedra for Water Oxidation: Fe
oxides and (oxy)hydroxides are promising costeffective catalysts for scalable water electrolysis.
For an improvement in the understanding of the
structural factors required by the most active Fe
sites, the role of geometric tilting in determining
the activity of the FeO6 octahedron for water oxidation was investigated. The catalytic performance of the FeO6 octahedron in a series of crystalline structures, i.e., perovskites AFeO3, spinel
ZnFe2O4 and β-FeOOH, was found to be negatively correlated with their octahedral tilting degree.
This correlation was rationalised through the FeO covalency, which is reflected by the O 2p band
centre as well as the charge-transfer energy obtained from ab initio calculations. Thus, it was
disclosed that FeO6 octahedral tilting alters the
activity for water oxidation through changing the
covalency degree of Fe–O bonds.
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Fig. 2.6: Degree of geometric tilting
determines the activity of FeO6
octahedra for water oxidation.
Guo Xiong THAM

Enlarged Co-O Covalency in Octahedral Sites
Leading to Highly Efficient Spinel Oxides for
Oxygen Evolution Reaction: Cobalt‐containing
spinel oxides are promising electrocatalysts for
the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) owing to
their remarkable activity and durability. However, the activity still needs further improvement
and related fundamentals remain untouched. The
fact that spinel oxides tend to form cation deficiencies can differentiate their electrocatalysis
from other oxide materials, for example, the most
studied oxygen‐deficient perovskites. Here, a systematic study of spinel ZnFexCo2−xO4 oxides (x = 0
–2.0) toward the OER is presented and a highly
active catalyst superior to benchmark IrO2 is developed. The distinctive OER activity is found to
be dominated by the metal–oxygen covalency and
an enlarged Co-O covalency by 10–30 at% Fe substitution is responsible for the activity enhancement. While the pH‐dependent OER activity of
ZnFe0.4Co1.6O4 (the optimal one) indicates decoupled proton–electron transfers during the OER,
the involvement of lattice oxygen is not considered as a favourable route because of the downshifted O p‐band centre relative to Fermi level
governed by the spinel's cation deficient nature.

Metal–Oxygen Hybridisation Determined Activity in Spinel-Based Oxygen Evolution Catalysts:
A Case Study of ZnFe2–xCrxO4: A good understanding of the correlation between electronic
properties and catalytic performance is vital to
the rational design of active oxygen evolution
reaction (OER) catalysts. Here, a volcano-shaped
correlation between the OER activity and the Cr
substitution amount was found for spinel oxides
ZnFe2–xCrxO4 (x = 0–2), in which Zn2+ resides in
tetrahedral (Td) sites while Fe3+ and Cr3+ occupy
octahedral (Oh) sites. Such a relationship is probably because Cr substitution tunes the eg occupancy of Oh-site transition metals (TMOh) via the
Oh–Oh super exchange effect. Density functional
calculations further revealed the hybridisation
degree between the TMOh 3d and the O 2p states,
and a volcano-shaped trend was also found in the
variation of TMOh 3d-O 2p hybridisation with
the amount of Cr substitution. The good correlation between the OER activity and the hybridisation highlights the important role of metal–
oxygen hybridisation in determining the OER
activity of these spinel oxides.

Fig. 2.7: Metal–oxygen hybridisation
determined activity in spinel-based
oxygen evolution catalysts: a case
study of ZnFe2–xCrxO4.
Guo Xiong THAM
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Fig. 2.8: a Redox enzymes facilitate oxidation of biofuels at the anode and reduction of oxygen to water at the cathode. b Laccase as an enzyme catalyst. c Electron transfer system.
Dr Kamal Elouarzaki
Dr Kamal Elouarzaki (Research Fellow, NTU)
reports that enzymatic biofuel cells (BFCs) employ enzymes as electrocatalysts to convert chemical energy of biofuels such as sugars, alcohols
and hydrogen into electrical energy. As illustrated
in Figure 2.8a, redox enzymes facilitate oxidation
of biofuels at the anode and reduction of oxygen
to water at the cathode, generating electric power
in doing so. Compared to conventional fuel cells,
BFCs offer several advantages including the costbenefit of using enzymes in place of precious metal catalysts, versatility of fuel choices, feasibility
for miniaturisation and ability to operate at mild
conditions. However, the development of BFCs
suffers from their limited power output, short
lifetime and low efficiency. All these drawbacks
can be attributed to the sluggish electron transfer
process between enzymes and electrode surfaces.
Currently, the design strategies to facilitate the
electron transfer are based on either a direct electron transfer (DET) or a mediated electron transfer (MET) mechanism. In the DET mechanism, an
enzyme is electrically connected (or immobilised)
to an electrode surface and electrons directly tunnel between the enzyme and the electrode. In the
MET mechanism, on the other hand, a MET mediator, such as a metal complex-based polymer, is
used; the MET mediator undergoes redox reactions at an electrode surface but it is also able to
exchange electrons with the enzyme so that electrons are shuttled via the MET mediator. Writing
in Nature Energy, Dr Elouarzaki proposed a de-
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sign principle for efficient electron transfer by
coupling both DET and MET mechanisms.
In their approach, the researchers chose laccase as
the enzyme catalyst (Figure 2.8b). With this, they
developed a multi-functional electron transfer
system (Figure 2.8b, c) that was immobilised on a
carbon nanotube (MWCNT) surface. Their electron transfer system includes three parts, a 2,2’Azino-bis(3-ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulfonic acid)
(ABTS) compound in the middle with a pyrene
group at one end and a polypyrrole group at the
other end. It is denoted as polypyrrole–ABTS–
pyrene in Figure 2.8c. While ABTS is a commonly
used MET mediator for ORR enzymes, Dr Elouarzaki and colleagues showed that the pyrene
group is able to orient towards the single Cu active site in laccase to minimise the enzyme–
electrode distance, possibly via its adjacent hydrophobic binding pocket (shown in blue in Figure
2.8b), so as to enhance the MET from ABTS to laccase. It is worth mentioning that such an orientation design is generally applied in conjunction
with the DET mechanism. The other terminal
group in this electron transfer system, the
polypyrrole conducting polymer, provides an
anchoring site for immobilisation on MWCNTs
and also helps transfer electrons from the electrode to ABTS. This triple-combination approach
with multiple functions differs from the conventional DET and MET strategies, which usually just
have one of these functions.
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Dr Elouarzaki prepared pyrrole–ABTS–pyrene
monomers through a step-by-step chemical connection of N-(3-aminopropyl) pyrrole, ABTS and
pyrene methylamine molecules. Then, a polypyrrole–ABTS–pyrene film was successfully synthesised by a simple electropolymerisation of the
pyrrole part of those monomers. The BFC electrode was subsequently made by immobilising
laccase. The mass of deposited laccase on the
modified MWCNT/polypyrrole–ABTS–pyrene
surface was calculated to be around 5.8 × 10–7 g
cm–2, which considerably exceeded that obtained
from previous methods such as physical adsorption and π–π stacking.
Using the MWCNTs/polypyrrole–ABTS–pyrene/
laccase bioelectrode in a half cell, Dr Elouarzaki
demonstrated that the maximum ORR current
density reached 2.45 mA cm–2. In contrast, when
laccase was just physically adsorbed at, oriented
towards or connected via a conventional MET
mediator to the MWCNT surface, the maximum
current densities were found to be about 0.6, 2.0
and 1.4 mA cm–2, respectively. Impressively, the
MWCNTs/polypyrrole–ABTS–pyrene/laccase
bioelectrode maintained 50% of the initial ORR
current even after 120 days. Note that a complete
loss of ORR activity after 80 days was observed
for a MWCNTs/polypyrrole–ABTS/laccase bioelectrode, highlighting the importance of the orientation effect offered by pyrene. Dr Elouarzaki and
co-workers further demonstrated that in a proton
exchange membrane hydrogen–air BFC, the
MWCNTs/polypyrrole–ABTS–pyrene/laccase
biocathode provided a high power density of 7.9

mW cm–2 at room temperature, which outperforms most BFCs reported in the literature.
Dr SUN Libo (Research Fellow, NTU) expanded
the idea of using macrocyclic ligand into exploiting heterocyclic structure for CO2 reduction. One
may find that for both porphyrin and phthalocyanine, the common characteristic is the 18 πelectrons, planar and continuous four-ring conjugated structure containing four pyrrole subunits.
Similarly, the ligand H2CPY prepared here is a
structure containing four pyridine subunits. The
pyridine subunits in the molecular could also
form similar highly delocalised heterocyclic conjugated aromatic macrocyclic structure. The delocalised π-electrons may help lower the total energy of the system and get a much more stable geometry. When coordinated with cobalt salt, the
Co(II)CPY complex formed was directly immobilised onto CNT via π-π interaction to form a Co
(II)CPY/CNT composite catalyst. Such a method
has been commonly used nowadays in facile
screening effective electrocatalysts for heterogeneous CO2 reduction and thus no further functionalisation of the ligand is required. Interestingly, the
Co(II)CPY prepared indeed exhibits excellent catalytic activity for electrolysis CO2 reduction to CO
at relatively suitable overpotential at water media. Considerable current densities, turnover frequencies and stabilities can be obtained over a
wide overpotential range. Such promising properties prompted us to investigate and interpret further about this kind of pyridine subunits containing ligand.

Fig. 2.9: a FE distribution of Co(II)CPY/CNT with 2.5
% mass loading. Inset shows FE at -0.55 V and -0.60 V
vs.RHE for other kinds of mass loading, all exhibit
excellent CO selectivity. b FE distribution of Co(II)
CPY/CNT with 2.5 % mass loading at different
KHCO3 concentrations. Inset shows FE at -0.50 V and
-0.55 V vs.RHE, the FE of CO is highly correlated with
electrolyte concentration, and at least should above 0.1
KHCO3 to reach above 90 % CO selectivity at -0.55 V
vs. RHE, but could reach above 90 % CO selectivity at
-0.50 V. RHE. c Partial current density for CO. d The
proposed mechanism.
Dr SUN Libo
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Update on work package 2.3
Electrochemical reactor engineering: cogeneration and electrosynthesis
ZHANG Shengliang (PhD student, NUS) is interested in the design and preparation of nanocrystals as the active component of spectrally-selective
electrochromic smart windows. His recent work
was focused on the study of Al3+ intercalation/deintercalation-enabled dual-band electrochromism.
He presented a dual-band electrochromic smart
window design using the intercalation/deintercalation of Al3+ cations to substitute for the
conventional use of monovalent cations in electrochromic applications. The Al3+ intercalation/deintercalation-enabled electrochromic smart window delivered not only an efficient and independent control of NIR and VIS light transmittance, but also an impressive electrochromic performance – high optical modulation of the full
solar spectrum, high coloration efficiencies, fast
switching times, and high bistability and cyclability. In addition, the use of Al3+ is cost-effective (Al
is earth abundant) and environmentally responsible, and it also circumvents the application issues
of some common monovalent cations such as the
corrosiveness of H+, the high cost of Li+ and the
large radius of Na+. Most importantly, the efficient diffusion of Al3+ in oxygen-deficient monoclinic tungsten oxide nanowires (m-WO3-x NWs;
as good as that of Li+) and a shallow intercalation/de-intercalation depth of Al3+ (due to threeelectron instead of single-electron redox reactions)

have significantly improved the switching time
and cycle stability of m-WO3-x NW in dual-band
electrochromic applications. The performance of
Al3+ intercalation/de-intercalation-enabled dualband electrochromism was also verified in laboratory prototypes. He has published this work in
Energy & Environmental Science.
Dr ZHANG Tianran’s (Research Fellow, NUS)
main research interest lies in the development of
low-cost electrocatalysts for the oxygen reduction
reaction (ORR) and oxygen evolution reaction
(OER). Recently, he discovered that manganese
oxide based oxygen electrocatalysts can be rendered noble metal-like by combining phosphatemodifications with hollow nanostructures. He
developed a simple and room temperature scalable self-templating method with phosphatemediated Mn redox reactions. A series of simple
(h-MnOxPy) and complex phosphated manganese
oxide (h-Me-MnOxPy, Me = Co, Ni, Cu) hollow
nanospheres could be formed this way. This
method is more efficient than conventional hollow nanostructure construction techniques based
on hard and soft templates and hydrothermal
Ostwald ripening. Among the hollow phosphated
manganese oxides, h-MnOxP0.21 showed the best
OER performance (similar to 20wt% Pt/C) and hCo-MnOxP0.21 showed the best OER performance

Fig. 2.10: a Optical transmittance spectra. b Digital photos of a dual-band electrochromic device.
ZHANG Shengliang
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Fig. 2.11: 1,10-phenanthrolineCu complex on a mesostructured
graphene matrix.
Dr WANG Jiong

(marginally higher than 20wt%
Ir/C). Good application performance was demonstrated in
both alkaline and neutral rechargeable Zn-air full cell batteries where these catalysts
were used in tandem.
Dr WANG Jiong (Research Fellow, NTU) reports
that a structurally simple molecular 1,10phenanthroline-Cu complex on a mesostructured
graphene matrix can be active and selective toward CO2 reduction over H2 evolution in an aqueous solution. The active sites consisted of Cu(I)
centre in a distorted trigonal bipyramidal geometry, which enabled the adsorption of CO 2 with η1COO-like configuration to commence the catalysis. Using in situ infrared spectroelectrochemical
investigation, we demonstrated that the Cu complex was reversibly heterogenised near graphene
surface via potential control. An increase of electron density in the complex was observed as a
result of the interaction from the electric field,
which further tuned the electron distribution in
the neighbouring CO2. It was also found that the
mesostructure of graphene matrix favoured CO2
reduction on the Cu centre over hydrogen evolution by limiting mass transport from the bulk solution to the electrode surface.

Dr CAO Sheng (Research Fellow, NUS) is interested in dual-band electrochromic materials and
devices based on metal-doped TiO2 nanocrystals
(NCs) which support the selective modulation of
infra-red (NIR) and visible light (VIS) transmissions. He used a fluoride-assisted synthesis to
produce high uniformity aliovalently-doped anatase TiO2 NCs with strong plasmonic absorption
in the NIR region and an overall good dual-band
electrochromic performance. He selected Tadoped TiO2 NCs as the model system and investigated the independent tunability of their NIR and
VIS electrochromic performance in detail. His
spectroscopic investigations revealed that the material optical response in the NIR region is plasmonic-based and may be attributed to the substitution of Ta5+ on Ti4+ sites resulting in the generation of free carriers in the conduction band of the
TiO2 NCs. These doped plasmonic NCs showed a
high dynamic range for visible and NIR light
modulation (up to 86.3% at 550 nm and 81.4% at
1600 nm); and good electrochemical stability (the
transmittance loss at 550nm and 1600 nm was
1.3% and 6.7% respectively after 2000 cycles) in
three-electrode measurements. His ongoing work
will focus on the fabrication of multifunction electrochromic devices based on these doped TiO2
NCs and the characterisation of their performance.
Fig. 2.12: Fluoride-assisted synthesis of plasmonic
colloidal Ta-doped TiO2 nanocrystals for near-infrared
and visible-light selective electrochromic modulation.
Dr CAO Sheng
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Scientific output
The following are some examples of CREATE-acknowledgement papers generated by IRP2 during the reporting
period. A full list of publications may be found on page 87.
Al3+ intercalation/de-intercalation-enabled dual
-band electrochromic smart windows with a
high optical modulation, quick response and
long cycle life
Shengliang Zhang, Sheng Cao, Tianran Zhang,
Adrian Fisher and Jim Yang Lee
DOI: 10.1039/C8EE01718B
Abstract: Dual-band electrochromic smart windows with independent control of the transmittance of near-infrared (NIR) and visible (VIS)
light can contribute significantly to the reduction
of building energy consumption. Cost and inadequate electrochromic performance are the current
technical challenges. We present here a dual-band
electrochromic smart window design based on
the intercalation/de-intercalation of Al3+ cations
to replace the common use of monovalent cations
in electrochromic applications. The Al3+ intercalation/de-intercalation-enabled electrochromic
smart window delivers not only efficient and independent control of NIR and VIS light transmittance, but also impressive electrochromic performance – a high optical modulation of the full solar spectrum (93.2%, 91.7%, 88.5%, and 86.8% at
633, 800, 1200, and 1600 nm, respectively), high

coloration efficiencies (254 and 121 cm2 C−1 at
1200 and 633 nm, respectively), fast switching
times (8/5 s and 16/13 s at 1200 and 633 nm, respectively, for colouration/bleaching), and high
bistability and cyclability (a 5.5% capacity loss
after 2000 cycles). The good electrochromic performance can be attributed to the effective diffusion of Al3+ in the electrochromic material (as
good as that of Li+); and a shallow intercalation/
de-intercalation depth enabled by the ability of
Al3+ to support three-electron redox reactions.
The performance of Al3+ intercalation/deintercalation-enabled dual-band electrochromism
was also verified in laboratory prototype devices
to confirm its suitability for dual-band smart windows.

An electron deficiency strategy for enhancing
hydrogen evolution on CoP nanoelectrocatalysts
Hanbin Liao, Yuanmiao Sun, Chencheng Dai,
Yonghua Du, Shibo Xi, Fei Liu, Linghui Yu, Ziyu
Yang, Yanglong Hou, Adrian Fisher, Shuzhou Li,
and Zhichuan Xu
DOI: 10.1016/j.nanoen.2018.05.060
Abstract: Optimising the hydrogen adsorption on
electrodes is one of the most effective strategies to
promote the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER).
In recent years, cobalt phosphides (CoP) have
been identified as a promising catalyst for HER in
acid. However, the hydrogen adsorption on CoP
is strong and a considerable overpotential has to
be applied to enable HER. Here, we report a strategy to weaken the hydrogen adsorption on CoP
through an electron deficiency in CoP induced by
Au@CoP core/shell structure. A weakened hy-
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drogen adsorption is confirmed by the density
functional theory (DFT) calculation. Au@CoP
gave an overpotential (η) of 160 mV at the current
density of 1 mA cm−2CoP, which is about 50 mV
less than pure CoP. It also exhibited a turn-over
frequency (TOF) value of 0.68 s−1 per active site at
η = 150 mV, which is more than four times higher
than CoP. The strategy reported here holds potential to be extended to other electrodes for optimising their hydrogen adsorption for HER.
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Fluoride-Assisted Synthesis of Plasmonic Colloidal Ta-Doped TiO2 Nanocrystals for NearInfrared and Visible-Light Selective Electrochromic Modulation
Sheng Cao, Shengliang Zhang, Tianran Zhang
and Jim Yang Lee
DOI: 10.1021/acs.chemmater.8b02196
Abstract: Dual-band electrochromic materials are
integral to the development of smart windows
where visible and near-infrared (NIR) light transmittance may be individually controlled. We present here colloidal Ta-doped TiO2 anatase nanocrystals (NCs) as a promising candidate and their
preparation by a fluoride-assisted synthesis method. The dual-band electrochromic performance of
these NCs may be credited to their strong localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) absoption
in the NIR region. The Ta doping of the TiO2 NC
host, which has not been attempted before, is
made easy in the presence of the fluoride anions.
The synthesis produces Ta-doped TiO2 NCs as a
highly uniform colloidal solution. Spectroscopic
measurements indicate the generation of free car-

riers in the TiO2 conduction band by the Ta5+ substitution of Ti4+ cations as the origin of the LSPR.
Good dual-band electrochromic performance in
terms of a high dynamic range for visible and
near-infrared light modulation (86.3% at 550 nm
and 81.4% at 1600 nm) and good electrochemical
stability (the optical modulation at 550 and 1600
nm decreased by 1.3% and 6.7%, respectively,
after 2000 cycles) were demonstrated in threeelectrode cells to suggest Ta-doped TiO2 NCs as a
promising new electrode material for smart windows.

Metal-doped TiO2 colloidal nanocrystals with broadly tunable plasmon resonance absorption
Sheng Cao, Shengliang Zhang,
Tianran Zhang, Adrian Fisher and
Jim Yang Lee
DOI: 10.1039/C8TC00185E

Abstract: We report here the discovery of metal-doped colloidal TiO2 nanocrystals
(NCs) with broadly tunable plasmon resonance
absorption; and their synthesis by a facile and
scalable one-pot method. A strong localised surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) absorption peak
occurs in the as-synthesised Mo, W, and Nbdoped TiO2 NCs in the visible, near-infrared
(NIR) and mid-infrared regions respectively. Density functional theory calculations indicate a dopant perturbation of the TiO2 electronic structure
and the resultant increase in the electron density

at the Fermi level as the likely cause for the strong
LSPR absorption. The W-doped TiO2 NCs are the
most versatile since their LSPR absorption in the
NIR region can be varied from 980 to 1700 nm by
tailoring the dopant concentration and the NC
morphology. The method of synthesis can also be
scaled up to gram-level production in batch reactors. Tunable LSPR properties and the ease and
scalability of synthesis are the strong features of
these metal-doped TiO2 NCs for plasmonic applications.
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In situ formation of molecular Ni-Fe active sites
on heteroatom-doped graphene as a heterogeneous electrocatalyst toward oxygen evolution
Jiong Wang, Liyong Gan, Wenyu Zhang,
Yuecheng Peng, Hong Yu, Qingyu Yan, Xinghua
Xia and Xin Wang
DOI: 10.1126/sciadv.aap7970
Abstract: Molecularly well-defined Ni sites at heterogeneous interfaces were derived from the incorporation of Ni2+ ions into heteroatom-doped
graphene. The molecular Ni sites on graphene
were redox-active. However, they showed poor
activity toward oxygen evolution reaction (OER)
in KOH aqueous solution. We demonstrated for
the first time that the presence of Fe3+ ions in the
solution could bond at the vicinity of the Ni sites

with a distance of 2.7 Å, generating molecularly
sized and heterogeneous Ni-Fe sites anchored on
doped graphene. These Ni-Fe sites exhibited
markedly improved OER activity. The Pourbaix
diagram confirmed the formation of the Ni-Fe
sites and revealed that the Ni-Fe sites adsorbed
HO− ions with a bridge geometry, which facilitated the OER electrocatalysis.

Other activities and achievements
Dr Chencheng DAI gave an oral presentation at
the 2018 International Symposium on Electrocatalysis and Electrosynthesis in Hunan, Changsha,
China with the title “Electrochemical production
of lactic acid from glycerol oxidation catalysed by
AuPt nanoparticles.” Dr Dai, Dr Adrian Fisher
and Prof Zhichuan XU also presented a poster
with the same title.

Nanowires for Dual-Band Electrochromic Smart
Windows”.

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41560-018-0183-3

Dr Kuppa Ashoke Raman conducted a workshop
on the mathematical modelling of electrochemical
reactors for eCO2EP members in June. The workshop also included PhD students from NTU and
NUS. To begin with, the basics of mathematical
modelling and the working of a software package
were explained. The lecture was followed by a
hands-on session on modelling basic flow systems using COMSOL. Next, a seminar on the basics of electrochemistry and its modelling was
given, followed by another hands-on session on
modelling electrochemical cells.

https://phys.org/news/2018-06-electron-enzymaticbiofuel-cells.html

Vishvak Kannan won third prize in the Metrohm
Singapore Young Chemist Award (image below).

Dr Kamal Elouarzaki and colleagues’ recently
published paper "Coupling orientation and mediation strategies for efficient electron transfer in
hybrid biofuel cells" was advertised on several
scientific websites, such as:

https://physicsworld.com/a/improving -electrontransfer-in-enzymatic-fuel-cells/
Dr Sheng CAO attended The 13th International
Meeting on Electrochromism, Chiba (Japan), 2731 August, 2018 and presented a poster on “Metal
-doped TiO2 Colloidal Nanocrystals with Broadly
Tunable Plasmon Resonance Absorption”.
Shengliang Zhang attended The 13th International
Meeting on Electrochromism in Chiba, Japan, 2631 August, and presented an oral paper on
”Monoclinic Oxygen-Deficient Tungsten Oxide
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IRP3: CAPRICORN
CARBON ABATEMENT IN THE PETROLEUM
REFINING INDUSTRY: A CONTROL AND
OPTIMISATION RESEARCH NETWORK

C

APRICORN aims at answering the question of how to minimise CO 2 emissions
while optimally running a modern industrial park including complex refinery
operations to produce downstream fuel blends. The research uniquely combines and
advances the state-of-the-art in low carbon research encompassing fields of surrogate
modelling, fuel blending using nonlinear correlations, fuel-engine mapping for
emissions regulation compliance, inorganic and organic nanoparticle flame synthesis.
Uncertainty propagation, Bayesian parameter estimation, dynamic optimisation of
refinery operations and associated energy loads, and model predictive control are
methods used to develop sustainable low-carbon refinery operations.
CAPRICORN is led by PIs:
Prof. Markus Kraft (CAM)
Prof. Raymond LAU Wai Man (NTU)
Prof. Iftekhar Karimi (NUS)
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OVERVIEW
S

ince April this year, the J-Park Simulator (JPS)
has been extended with new functionalities to
further increase its degree of autonomy and intelligence. For example, we have incorporated an
automated arbitrage spotter agent that searches
for opportunities to make additional profit by
analysing the futures market prices for both reagents and products, while taking into consideration the cost of storage and production derived
from simulations of a chemical process. Secondly,
we have developed a prototype for a semantic
web service composition based on the semantic
structure of the Minimal Service Model (MSM)
ontology. The motivation of this prototype is to
demonstrate the automated construction of more
complex agents via the integration of simpler
agents for a specified set of conditions. This is an
imperative step in achieving higher degree of autonomy, intelligence and collaboration among
agents. Thirdly, we have also integrated an agent
that identifies the optimal mass exchange network configuration with the objective of minimising the overall network cost based on considering
the characteristics of the companies within the
network. Lastly, we have included an agent
which analyses the cost-effectiveness of decarbonisation technologies for different technology
learning rates and carbon prices.

into the JPS to demonstrate the multi-domain and
hierarchical capabilities of the JPS.
In C4T Phase 2, the J-Park Simulator will become
a new overarching IRP. The aims of IRP JPS are to
work with the other IRPs to integrate domainspecific models and knowledge developed within
the programme and to identify the most promising research areas. We intend to achieve these
aims by combining fundamental research with
the latest advances in semantic web technologies
and ideas from Industry 4.0.
In the laboratory, we have continued to build upon our capabilities to synthesise functional inorganic nanostructured materials. For example, we
have been working to improve the effectiveness
of flame-synthesised TiO2 for photocatalytic hydrogen generation. We have been able to show
that, by using the less well-studied srilankite
phase of TiO2 together with a platinum cocatalyst, it is possible to significantly enhance the
hydrogen generation rate.

Prof. Markus Kraft, PI
University of Cambridge

We are currently further developing the semantic
web service composition and agent service composition prototypes in order to enhance their
functionalities. We are also investigating the integration of OntoChem, an ontology for chemical
kinetics mechanisms, i.e. species and reactions,
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Update on work package 3.1
Industrial network model of Jurong Island—process flow sheets:
energy and material
Over the past six months, Leonardus Kevin Aditya (Project Officer, NTU) has extended the ontology used in the J-Park Simulator for the domains of agents so that the agents themselves
have their own description and can be connected
one another using the ontological relations semantically. In addition, a power systems domain
(OntoPowSys) ontology was also created together
with Dr Rémy Rigo-Mariani (Research Fellow,
NTU, IRP4) to represent power flow systems
from a general electrical perspective to replace an
older version, and standardise the IRIs of all the
ontology and knowledge bases available based on
the domain category. Some applications also have
been developed like features that are related to
the mass exchange network applied in an eco industrial park so that the optimised flow of material between every company can be established.
Then, more case studies related to the ADMS dispersion model are also developed that involve the
buildings surrounding the source to see how
these buildings affect the dispersion pattern, specifically in the cases of Berlin and The Hague.
NG Wei Ern (Software Developer, CARES) is currently working on the integration of a carbon
emissions model produced by ZHANG Chuan
(PhD student, NTU) as part of a power plant decarbonisation feasibility analysis into the JPS. The
model estimates the amount of carbon emitted by
power plants around the world. It will eventually
be integrated into a system that displays a bubble
chart reflecting the power plants involved in the
estimation model.

Dr Andreas Eibeck (Senior Research Fellow,
NTU) is responsible for the overall architecture of
the JPS and has been working on several steps to
drive the JPS forward to a plug-in architecture.
The semantic layer of the JPS consists of data and
information from different domains that can be
regarded as a connected distributed knowledge
graph. Dr Eibeck recently studied some aspects of
how to annotate and integrate external data into
the knowledge graph. He formalised the idea of
agents as building blocks in the JPS. Agents are
software modules that can interact with each other and operate on the JPS knowledge graph. Together with the JPS team, he introduced an agent
ontology to describe the interface of each agent in
a semantic way. These semantic descriptions allow establishment of an agent discovery in the
JPS that makes the communication between
agents more flexible. They also serve as starting
point for automatic composition of agents which
was realised by ZHOU Xiaochi (Software Developer, CARES).
As a software architect, Dr Eibeck was strongly
involved in all development activities of the JPS
team including backlog refinement, software design and implementation. In collaboration with
the JPS team, he developed guidelines concerning
structuring ontologies and knowledge bases,
writing clean and maintainable code, and concerning the communication between agents.

Fig 3.1: Sensitivity of
levelised cost of electricity
of natural gas combined
cycle.
ZHANG Chuan
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Update on work package 3.2
Link of refinery products with engine operations—surrogate fuels:
model and experiments
Jacob Martin (PhD student, CAM) has been continuing to consider the formation of soot in flames
and the impact of polar aromatic species in the
nucleation of aromatics to form the first nanoparticulates. He presented this new mechanism at a
talk at the 37th International Symposium on Combustion, which was also published as a paper in
Proceedings of the Combustion Institute: "Polar
curved polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons in soot
formation". This paper detailed the smallest size
an aromatic can be before becoming curved by
pentagon integration and therefore polar. This
aids in understanding how early in a flame polar
aromatics will be relevant. Jacob also found the
binding energy of moderately curved aromatics to
be comparable to their planar cousins, which indicates they are still able to cluster effectively. The
paper also suggested the potential interaction that
could occur between polar PAH and the many
charges that exist in the flame. Following up on
the work presented at the conference, Jacob has
just recently published a new paper
"Flexoelectricity and the Formation of Carbon
Nanoparticles in Flames". This paper provides
evidence for the presence of a large number of
polar aromatics in flames. The researchers were
able to sample early soot nanoparticles from a
diffusion flame and image these nanoparticles
using electron microscopy, which showed that the
majority of the fringes in the early soot particles

were curved. The polarity of a representative
curved PAH was found to be two to three times
that of water (5.32 D), suggesting a considerable
charge polarisation. This charge polarisation leads
to a strong interaction between the positively
charged species in the flame and the curved aromatic, which they explored with simulations and
found binding energies strong enough to stabilise
clusters at flame temperatures. This provides for
the first time an explanation for the electrical aspects for soot formation, such as the ability of an
electric field to stop soot formation, and could
lead to new methods for reducing harmful emissions from engines.
Angiras Menon (PhD student, CAM) has continued investigating the use of optical properties to
characterise the physiochemical properties of soot
and study the precursors of these carbonaceous
nanoparticles. This work has involved the computation of optical band gaps (OBGs) of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), the precursors to
the formation of carbonaceous nanomaterials in
flames. In particular, this has focused on the optical properties of more complicated PAHs, such as
PAHs with aliphatic linkages, curved PAHs of a
variety of sizes and geometries, and PAHs containing radical sites. Comparison to previous
OBGs measured experimentally in flames by Dr
Maria Botero (Research Fellow, NUS) has suggested that smaller curved PAHs and aliphatic

Fig 3.2: Electric potential around a curved
aromatic molecule found in early soot
nanoparticles.
Jacob Martin
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Fig 3.3: Comparison of the optical properties of curved PAHs to flat PAHs across a large size range. The molecular
drawings on the left are adopted from: Martin et al., J. Phys. Chem. C, 2017 121, 48, 27154-27163.
Angiras Menon
linkages could be playing a role in the formation
of soot in flames. This work is being prepared for
publication and was also presented as a poster at
the 37th International Symposium on Combustion
in Dublin in August. Further to this, the reaction
pathways by which curved PAHs are formed in
flames are also being investigated. This work involves using density functional theory (DFT) calculations to investigate how aliphatic bond formation and condensation reactions between small
PAHs can lead to the formation of moderately
sized curved PAHs. The aim is to incorporate

such reactions into existing chemical mechanisms
and the group’s kinetic Monte Carlo code so that
a more complete description of combustion chemistry can be achieved.
During the last six months, WU Shaohua (PhD
student, NUS) has been working on the reconstruction of a particle size distribution from its
moments. He has studied several reconstruction
techniques such as maximum entropy, extended
quadrature method of moments and reconstruction with a presumed function. He has tested

Fig 3.4: Comparison of the optical properties of cross-linked PAHs to their constituent PAHs for a variety of
arrangements and constituent PAHs.
Angiras Menon
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Fig 3.5: Comparison of the optical properties of PAHs containing radical sites to the closed-shell PAHs of the
same size. The preservation of the carbon backbone results in optical indifference between the radical and closedshell PAHs.
Angiras Menon

Fig 3.6: Reaction pathway for the formation of benzo[k]fluoranthene from a naphthalene and naphthyl radical. This
pathway illustrates how aliphatic bridging and condensation reactions allow small PAHs to form a larger PAH
with a pentagon. This is a route that leads to the formation of curved PAHs.
Angiras Menon
these methods extensively with a number of cases
and tried to improve the reconstruction performance for the maximum entropy method, then
implemented the method into an engine combustion simulation tool as a post-processing method
to reproduce the soot particle size distribution
based on the obtained moments, so that a comprehensive understanding of the soot particle dynamics inside a diesel engine cylinder can be
achieved. One paper based on this entitled
“Comparison of methods for reconstructing a
particle size distribution from its moments” has
been developed. Besides this, Shaohua has
worked on automatically calibrating soot model
parameters for the simulation of soot formation
and oxidation in internal combustion engines. A
paper about this topic is under preparation. In the
meantime, he has finished and submitted his PhD
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thesis “Numerical study of soot formation and
oxidation processes”.
The experimental efforts at the Department of
Chemical Engineering and Biotechnology (CEB),
University of Cambridge, aim at advancing the
understanding of soot formation processes and
the synthesis of novel nanostructures for applications in electrochemistry or photocatalysis. In the
reporting period, Dr Jochen Dreyer (Research
Fellow, CAM) developed and designed a new
modular burner system (Figure 3.8) that will be
used in C4T Phase 2 to synthesise metal oxides in
flames and to deposit them onto various substrates. The burner will also be used for fundamental particle formation studies. A copy of the
new burner will be built for the laboratory in Singapore to extend the experimental capabilities
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Fig 3.7: The reconstructed soot PSDs using the maximum entropy method as a function of crank angle in diesel
engines. left The early combustion stage. right The late combustion stage.
WU Shaohua
there and to synchronise the experimental work
in Cambridge and Singapore.
Besides this, work continued on the investigation
of vapour-fed co-flow diffusion flames to elucidate the effect of a fuel’s molecular structure on
its sooting propensity. A two-colour pyrometry
method was used to obtain 2D soot volume fraction distributions from flame images. One of the
key challenges when applying this method is the
reconstruction of the 3D cylindrical flame R(r,z)

from its 2D projection P(x,z) recorded by the camera (Figure 3.9a). A new method for this reconstruction was developed, which is based on fitting the line-of-sight projection of a predefined
intensity distribution (FLiPPID) to the flame images. This new method is capable of obtaining
less noisy and more reliable soot volume fractions
when compared to other state-of-the-art reconstruction methods, such as BASEX or onion peeling with Tikhonov regularisation (Figure 3.9b).

Fig 3.8: (a) Rendered image of the newly developed burner system. (b) Photograph of the newly developed burner
in operation.
Dr Jochen Dreyer
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Dr Maurin Salamanca’s (Research Fellow, CAM)
research aims at elucidating the fundamental processes leading to soot formation during hydrocarbon combustion. Her main interest lies in the
study of the soot formation process and the role
of biofuels in reducing pollutant formation. Recently, she carried out a systematic study to correlate the fuel structure of cycloalkanes and cycloalkenes and the nanostructure of the soot produced
in an n-heptane laminar co-flow diffusion flame.
The selected fuels (cyclopentane – C5H10, cyclopentene – C5H8, cyclohexane – C6H12, cyclohexene
– C6H10 and methylcyclohexane – C7H14) were
mainly chosen for the differences in their sooting
tendency. The co-flow diffusion flames of the fuel
mixtures (n-heptane/cyclic fuel) have been stabilised in a Yale burner. The particle size distribution and temperature along the centre line of the
flames were measured by Differential Mobility
Spectrometry (DMS) and thermocouple, respectively. The addition of the cyclic fuels, except cyclohexane, promote the formation of soot particles
at a lower height above the burner, and a more
significant effect is observed for cyclic fuels with
double bonds. The addition of C5 cyclic fuels promotes the formation of particles, potentially
through the fulvene pathway. Raman spectrometry and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
measurements are the next steps. This investigation will support the recent studies of Jacob Martin (PhD student, CAM) who has demonstrated
the importance of polar curved polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (cPAH) on the soot formation
process by employing electronic structure calculations to determine the earliest onset of curvature

integration and the binding energy of curved homodimers.
Also, a preliminary study of the samples gathered
from n-heptane co-flow diffusion flames has been
carried out by using Raman spectroscopy. The
samples were collected using a thermophoretic
particle collector developed by Dr Jochen Dreyer
(Research Fellow, CAM). This study could lead to
new insights into the surface of the particles
formed in flames.
During the reporting period, Dr Salamanca visited CARES in Singapore to participate in the commissioning of a new Gas-Chromatograph MassSpectrometer (GCMS), which will allow for the
measurement of stable species in the combustion
process of different fuels.
TAN Yong Ren (Project Officer, NUS) has been
working to expand the experimental capabilities
in the CARES lab. As of now, the CARES lab is
able to perform measurements on soot particle
size using DMS and gas flame chemical species
using the newly acquired GC-MS system. The GC
-MS system is able to quantitatively and qualitatively measure C1 to C6 hydrocarbon species.
This is beneficial for the data collection to understand the soot suppression properties of fuel additives. The GC-MS system has been tested on the
60% Yale ethylene flame at 15 mm height above
the burner. Qualitatively, it was found to exhibit
reasonably good results, showing chemical species that would be expected in the flame.

Fig 3.9: (a) Reconstruction of
the 3D cylindrical flame R
(r,z) from its 2D projection P
(x,z) recorded by the camera.
(b) BASEX and onion peeling
with Tikhonov regularisation.
Dr Jochen Dreyer
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Fig. 3.10: Particle size distributions of (a) n-heptane, (b) nheptane/cyclopentane, (c) n-heptane/cyclopentene, (d) nheptane/cyclohexane, (e) n-heptane/cyclohexene, (f) n- heptane/
methylcyclohexane co-flow diffusion flames. All the mixtures
were 80 n-heptane/20 cyclic fuel total carbon percentage.
Dr Maurin Salamanca

Dr ZONG Yichen (Research Fellow, NUS) has
been developing cutting-edge techniques for the
measurement of ultrafine particles (<100 nm) in
both combustion processes and the ambient environment. The techniques are based on the mechanism of laser optics, particle dynamics and heterogeneous reactions at the nanoscale. In the combustion process, laser induced incandescence
(LII), optical extinction, and two-color pyrometry
were performed and calibrated on a diffusion
flame first and since extended to different applications, like surrogate fuel property measurements on a smoke point burner and metal oxide
nanoparticle synthesis in a stagnation flame. In
the ambient environment measurements, short-

lived nucleation events were found prominent in
Singapore because of the abundant incoming radiation that enhances the photochemical reactions
in the atmosphere. Based on the particle size spectra data, five distinct pollution sources were
found as aged traffic and industrial emissions
(35%), atmospheric photochemical reactions
(13%), fresh traffic emissions (30%), urban background (4%) and fuel combustion (18%). The paper has been submitted to a top environmental
science journal and received positive comments.
Dr Zong’s work has led to the source of PM emissions in Singapore being resolved and identified
for the first time based on PNSD data.

Fig. 3.11: Raman spectra of samples
collected from n-heptane co-flow diffusion flame at (a) 38 mm and (b) 24
mm height above the burner. The spectrum obtained at 38 mm corresponds
to mature soot, while the spectrum
from the sample at 24 mm corresponded to young soot and adsorbed polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The band
observed at 1700 cm-1 has been assigned to carbonyl groups; however,
further analysis is required to verify it.
Dr Maurin Salamanca
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Fig. 3.12: FSRS flame stabilised on a rotating surface used to synthesise metal oxide nanoparticles.

Update on work package 3.3
Nanoparticle/film flame synthesis—kinetics and application
Over the last six months, Shuyang WU’s (PhD
student, NTU) research has mainly been focussed
on premixed stagnation flame synthesised TiO2
nanoparticles with mixed phases for efficient photocatalytic hydrogen generation. The goal and
significance of this work are to seek a sustainable
way to produce green energy to substitute traditional fossil fuels and further solve the global energy shortage and mitigate the greenhouse effect.
The optimised anatase/rutile/srilankite TiO2
sample we synthesised with as low as 0.1 wt% of
Pt co-catalyst exhibits a remarkable photocatalytic
H2 generation rate of 21.9 mmol/g/h and an apparent quantum efficiency (AQE) of 39.4% at 360
nm, higher than those of anatase/rutile or anatase
TiO2. The less studied srilankite phase is for the
first time investigated for photocatalytic H2 generation. It is revealed that a relatively low content
of srilankite phase in TiO2 could efficiently promote charge separation and transportation. It is
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remarkable that compared to the commercial P25
TiO2, the flame-made TiO2 significantly improves
Pt reduction and dispersion owing to the oxygen
vacancies and surface defects. The optimised TiO2
sample with surface defects facilitates the deposition of ultra-small Pt nanoclusters of around 0.63
nm and stabilises the low valence state of Pt0,
leading to efficient utilisation of noble metal and
remarkable enhancement of the H2 generation
rate.
Astrid Boje (PhD student, CAM) has been working on modelling synthesis of particulate titanium
dioxide (titania) using detailed population balance models. She has been developing methods to
resolve the numerical issues that arise when using
population balance modelling techniques to study
particle synthesis under industrial conditions.
These high concentration and temperature conditions are associated with rapid particle formation
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Fig. 3.13: Illustration of the
detailed particle model type-space.
Casper Lindberg

and growth, which introduces computational
challenges. Astrid has recently implemented a
hybrid particle-number model and detailed particle model in our in-house population balance
code (MOpS). In the new model, small particles
are treated simply while large particles and aggregates are resolved with as much detail as possible. This facilitates economical solution of population balance equations under high rate conditions where inception of a high number density of
small particles makes resolving less abundant,
larger aggregates computationally challenging,
especially when particle surface processes such as
heterogeneous reaction are significant. She is currently working on a paper to present this work.
Casper Lindberg (PhD student, CAM) has developed a detailed population balance model for
titanium dioxide to simulate the complex aggregate morphology of flame synthesised nanoparticles. This work is currently being prepared for
submission. In collaboration with Manoel
Manuputty (PhD student, CAM), Casper developed a two-step simulation methodology allowing the detailed population balance model to be
applied to the modelling of stagnation flame synthesised nanoparticles, for example, titanium di-

oxide aggregates produced from titanium tetraisopropoxide (TTIP) precursor. This methodology
facilitates simulation of quantities that are directly comparable to experimental observations; for
example, primary particle size distributions and
aggregate projected area distributions obtained
from TEM images. The two-step methodology
was the subject of a talk at the 6th International
Conference on Population Balance Modelling in
Ghent, Belgium and a paper has been submitted
for review. Furthermore, the methodology and
detailed model are currently being used to model
experiments performed by Manoel in the CARES
lab.
Manoel Manuputty’s (PhD student, CAM) main
research interest is the computational and experimental investigation of titania (TiO2) nanoparticle
formation in flame synthesis. Recently, he has
been working on a detailed morphological characterisation of the synthesised nanoparticles using a transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
image analysis and differential mobility spectrometer (DMS) measurements. The detailed morphological characterisation allows a direct comparison with the simulation results using a detailed stochastic particle model, in collaboration
with Casper Lindberg (PhD student, CAM). This
is required for the evaluation of the model parameters and improves our understanding of the
complex processes involved in the nanoparticle
formation in the gas phase. Further work includes
modelling of the crystal phase formation and
transformation of titania, which can be compared
against recent experimental data.
Fig. 3.14: Titania
nanoparticle
formation in flame
synthesis.
Manoel Manuputty
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Fig 3.15: SEM images of carbon-protected NiFe alloy nanoparticles deposited on carbon paper.
Dr SHENG Yuan

Dr SHENG Yuan (Research Fellow, NTU) has
developed a series of novel water splitting electrocatalysts using flame synthesis. The more notable ones include carbon-protected ultrasmall (23 nm) cobalt-iron and nickel-iron alloy nanoparticles and nickel-iron phosphide/phosphate nanoparticles. In a premixed stagnation flame, the catalysts were continuously synthesised and deposited onto carbon paper to produce water oxidation electrodes ready for use. So far the best performing as-prepared electrode has exhibited an
oxygen evolution overpotential of 280 mV and a
Tafel slope of 29 mV/dec at the current density
of 10 mA/cm2. To expand the capability of the

synthesis burner, Dr Sheng has modified the current system to allow simultaneous delivery of
multiple solid and liquid precursors to the flame.
In principle the burner can now produce ternary
metal oxides and more complex materials. An
operando FTIR system has been set up by Dr
Sheng to characterise the electrocatalysts in their
working condition. To push the flamesynthesised catalysts toward practical applications, he has designed and built a liquid electrolysis cell consisting of gas diffusion electrodes for
reduction of CO2 at high current densities. He has
also set up a photocatalytic reactor to explore
potential flame-synthesised catalysts for CO2 conversion using solar energy directly.

Update on work package 3.4
Modelling and optimisation of unit operations
Aravind Devanand (PhD student, NUS) has been
implementing a modular nuclear power plant
model in the J-Park Simulator. The model identifies the best-suited locations for placing modular
nuclear power plants across Jurong Island. The
selected locations will be capable of meeting the
entire energy demand of Jurong Island with minimum cost and risk to the neighbourhood. The
model is formulated as a multi objective Mixed
Integer Non-Linear Programming (MINLP) problem in GAMS. The data required for the model is
taken from the JPS knowledge base using a set of
SPARQL queries. It is then executed using the
Baron solver in GAMS and the results are updated in the knowledge base. The output from the
model is visualised using Google maps API and it
is made available on the JPS website. The entire
process is automated using a series of agents and
it can be executed from the JPS website.
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Currently, Aravind is working on creating an ontology-based energy bidding market for an ecoindustrial park (EIP). Any market primarily involves three entities which are the consumers, the
producers and the mediator. In the case of an energy market the consumer will be the industries
on the EIP and the producers will be power
plants. The mediator can be any third party
whose authority is recognised by both the producer and consumer. These entities are represented using a multi agent system that tries to increase the collective profit of the EIP rather than
focusing on the profits of individual entities. The
model utilises Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL) based rule framework to ensure fair trading practices. This work is still in the developmental phase and is expected to be completed by
November 2018.
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Fig 3.16: JPS website showing
the potential locations of modular nuclear power plants.
Aravind Devanand

Pulkit Chhabra (PhD student, NUS) has recently
submitted his thesis with the title “Modelling and
Optimisation of Biodiesel Reactor and Feedstock”. His work looks at how the depletion of
fossil fuel resources and increasing environmental concerns have influenced many countries to
consider alternative fuels. One such alternative
fuel is biodiesel, which has gained enormous impetus in the past two decades. Biodiesel is a nontoxic, biodegradable, and environmentally benign fuel that can be used in diesel engines. However, one of the major obstacles to the commercialisation of biodiesel is the cost of the feedstock,
which accounts for approximately 60 to 80% of
the total production cost. Hence, optimal selection of the feedstock plays a vital role. Two major
factors are focussed on that significantly influence the role of feedstock in the production of
biodiesel viz. composition and source (food or
non-food crops) of the feedstock. The former is
addressed by developing generalised kinetic
models of varying complexity for biodiesel production. The models are based on the reaction
scheme of different glycerides and esters that
constitute the feedstock, thus ensuring its applicability to feedstocks of varying composition.
For the latter, the generalised model is employed
to study the effect of feedstocks (varying source)
on the optimal operating conditions and the biodiesel properties. Moreover, recommendations
are provided for optimal feedstock composition

to produce premium quality biodiesel, i.e. one
that meets the standard specifications. Finally,
the effect of uncertainty is incorporated in the
optimisation to quantify its effect on the optimal
feedstock characteristics and the reactor’s operating conditions. Overall, the aim of the work is to
contribute towards finding the best quality feedstock, thereby reducing the overall production
cost and facilitating the acceptance of biodiesel
by both customers and vehicle manufacturers.
VO Chi Hung’s (Clifford) (PhD student, NUS)
main research interest lies in the biological fixation of CO2 using the archaeon M. maripaludis S2.
Unlike many other microbes which require organic feedstock, this microorganism can convert
CO2 into CH4 without any organic carbon input.
For the past six months, Chi Hung has successfully cultivated this archaeon in a minimal medium
(only consisting of inorganic salts). Currently, he
is studying the products secreted by this microorganism in the liquid phase. He has found that
this archaeon can produce lactate, formate, acetate and formaldehyde. A kinetic study is underway.

Fig 3.17: Cultivation of M. maripaludis S2
in a minimal medium.
VO Chi Hung
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Update on work package 3.5
Automated model development and experimental design/decision
support
Khamila Nurul Khaqqi (PhD student, NTU) has
been working on examining the performance
adaptability of the trading mechanism introduced
in the blockchain-enabled reputation-based emission trading scheme that she proposed previously. She found a consistent result across different
price levels and market depth. As the application
of blockchain technology changes the architecture
of the market, she also observed a few characteristics of the resulted market. Three characteristics

that she observed are the market price, market
liquidity and selectivity. The result is interpreted
for its implication in achieving the design objective of the proposed system. That objective is to
create an information asymmetry that will increase the price of the emission permit for companies that are resistant to emission reduction efforts. A paper on this research has been submitted
to the journal Applied Energy.

Scientific output
The following are some examples of CREATE-acknowledgement papers generated by IRP3 during the reporting
period. A full list of publications may be found on page 87.
Internal structure of soot
particles in a diffusion
flame
Maria Botero, Yuan Sheng,
Jethro Akroyd, Jacob Martin,
Jochen Dreyer, Wenming
Yang and Markus Kraft
DOI: 10.1016/
j.carbon.2018.09.063

Abstract: The evolution of the internal structure
of soot particles was studied in a coflow diffusion
flame. Soot particles from the flame were imaged
using high resolution transmission electron microscopy. An algorithm to quantify the nanostructure of the particles was extended to study
the radial distribution of fringes within the particles. The approximate size of the molecules in the
particles was calculated from the fringe lengths,
assuming planar peri-condensed PAHs. The molecules are slightly larger (∼16 rings) and more
stacked at the core than at the surface (∼12 rings)
of the youngest particles sampled, suggesting
that the particles could be formed via the stabilisation of a nuclei of larger PAHs and condensa-
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tion of smaller PAHs on their surface. In the lower-temperature region of the flame the molecules
grow mainly at the surface of the particles,
whereas the molecules in the core of the particles
become less stacked and slightly smaller, indicating some degree of nano-structural mobility. In
the higher-temperature region of the flame, a
graphitisation process takes place, with the development of a shell of longer (∼20 rings), flatter
and more compact molecules, and an immobilised amorphous core. At the tip of the flame the
particles are oxidised, mainly through surface
oxidation.
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An ontology framework towards decentralized information management for ecoindustrial parks
Li Zhou, Chuan Zhang, Iftekhar Karimi and Markus Kraft
DOI: 10.1016/
j.compchemeng.2018.07.010
Abstract: In this paper, we develop a skeletal ontology for eco-industrial parks. A top-down conceptual framework including five operating levels (unit operations, processes, plants, industrial
resource networks and eco-industrial parks) is
employed to guide the design of the ontology
structure. The detailed ontological representation
of each level is realised through adapting and
extending OntoCAPE, an ontology of the chemical engineering domain. Based on the proposed

ontology, a framework for distributed information management is proposed for ecoindustrial parks. As an example, this ontology is
used to create a knowledge base for Jurong Island, an industrial park in Singapore. Its potential uses in supporting process modeling and optimisation and facilitating industrial symbiosis
are also discussed in the paper.

Sooting characteristics of polyoxymethylene dimethyl ether blends with diesel
in a diffusion flame
Yong Ren Tan, Maria Botero, Yuan
Sheng, Jochen Dreyer, Rong Xu,
Wenming Yang and Markus Kraft
DOI: 10.1016/j.fuel.2018.03.051

Abstract: The evolution of the internal structure
of soot particles was studied in a coflow diffusion
flame. Soot particles from the flame were imaged
using high resolution transmission electron microscopy. An algorithm to quantify the nanostructure of the particles was extended to study
the radial distribution of fringes within the particles. The approximate size of the molecules in the
particles was calculated from the fringe lengths,
assuming planar peri-condensed PAHs. The molecules are slightly larger (∼16 rings) and more
stacked at the core than at the surface (∼12 rings)
of the youngest particles sampled, suggesting
that the particles could be formed via the stabili-

sation of a nuclei of larger PAHs and condensation of smaller PAHs on their surface. In the lower-temperature region of the flame the molecules
grow mainly at the surface of the particles,
whereas the molecules in the core of the particles
become less stacked and slightly smaller, indicating some degree of nano-structural mobility. In
the higher-temperature region of the flame, a
graphitisation process takes place, with the development of a shell of longer (∼20 rings), flatter
and more compact molecules, and an immobilised amorphous core. At the tip of the flame the
particles are oxidised, mainly through surface
oxidation.
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Other activities and achievements
Dr LIM Mei Qi (Project Manager, CARES) prepared, coordinated and presented the J-Park Simulator to the Executive Director of the Institute of
Chemical & Engineering Sciences, the Chief Executive of Singapore Energy Market Authority, the
Head and Director of the Innovation Program
Office of Surbana Jurong, the President of the
University of Zurich, and the Vice-Chancellor of
the University of Cambridge.

Prof. Markus Kraft (PI, CAM) along with many
members of IRP3 attended the 37th International
Symposium on Combustion in Dublin, Ireland
from 29 July—3 August (image below).

Jacob Martin’s (PhD student, CAM) work on the
nanostructure of soot was published on the Physorg website:
https://phys.org/news/2018-09-soot-forensics-carbonfingerprints-reveal.html
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IRP4: ICESO

INTEGRATED CHEMICALS AND ELECTRICAL
SYSTEMS OPERATION

I

CESO focuses on the Jurong Island electrical sub-network to optimise coordination
of energy generation and consumption within the electrical/chemical system.
ICESO seeks to discover how a tighter integration of electrical supply network and
chemical supply plant load can reduce the carbon footprint of the chemical industry,
given the trend towards smart grids.
ICESO is led by PIs:
Prof. Gehan Amaratunga (CAM)
Prof. Jan Maciejowski (CAM)
Prof. Keck-Voon Ling (NTU)
Prof. Sanjib Kumar Panda (NUS)
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OVERVIEW
I

CESO aims to exploit synergies in the generation and consumption of electrical and thermal
energy, in the context of industrial consumers,
especially in the chemical industries, in order to
reduce the amount of energy that needs to be generated and hence to reduce the associated carbon
emissions. The expertise in the ICESO team is
concentrated in control systems and in electrical
power distribution. Research Fellows were recruited with expertise in multi-agent power system control, artificial intelligence methods for
smart grid configuration, communication strategies for power system data acquisition and for
real time control, model predictive control, in non
-convex optimisation, and in power network analysis. Resources available to IRP4 include two labscale microgrids (one at NTU and one at NUS),
which include real and simulated renewable and
traditional generators. We also acquired a powerful real-time power system simulator.
IRP4 has addressed questions related to the coordination of electrical and thermal power generation, distribution and consumption. The possibility and impact of introducing renewable generation, in addition to traditional generators, have
been investigated. The heterogeneous structure of
the power system, including the incorporation of
microgrids as subsystems, was also studied. This
is particularly suitable for including the chemical
plant electrical network and its loads, together
with any co-generation sources, as an extension of
the distribution system. With IRP3, directly linking the electrical loads (e.g. pumps, motors) to
chemical process parameters in a simulation envi-
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ronment was explored, and this work will be continued in Phase 2, in IRP JPS. The impact of such
loads on the larger network, for example in terms
of power factor and harmonic generation, is a key
consideration in terms of modelling. Various
problems were addressed, both standard power
system problems and new ones which arise as a
result of these various possibilities. One major
question which was identified is: Is it appropriate
to maintain the traditional time-scale hierarchy
for controlling power systems, when the range of
time constants of equipment is being reduced,
and computational algorithms are getting more
powerful? A range of problems was considered,
from automatic voltage control to optimal despatch problems, with both centralised and decentralised control structures being investigated.
The research vision was to work towards a new
architecture of control, estimation and optimisation for a ‘smart future grid' that facilitates the
optimal dynamic operation of power systems at
intervals of a few minutes. This dynamic operation contrasts with the usual ‘quasi-static' operational regime of the currently operated power
systems that look for an update at every half an
hour or a longer time interval. While no definitive
answers to these various questions were obtained,
useful contributions have been made to the planning and operation of future power distribution
systems, at both short and long time scales, including both technical and economic considerations.
Prof. Gehan Amaratunga, PI
Prof. Jan Maciekowski, PI
University of Cambridge
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Update on work package 4.1
Fast numerical algorithms for solving large MPC problems for
networked systems

Fig 4.1: Banded null basis in 18 Model Predictive Control problems.
Thuy V. Dang
Thuy V. Dang (PhD student, NTU) worked on
banded null basis method for accelerating the
computation of Model Predictive Control. This
work will soon be submitted to a journal. In addi-

tion, his work on anytime control algorithms for
networked/embedded systems has been published in IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.

Update on work package 4.2
Extension of multiplexed MPC to non-Gaussian noise, nonlinear and
hybrid models
Dr Bhagyesh Patil (Research Fellow, NTU) has
completed work on the solution of global optimisation of non-convex problems that arise in electric power networks. This has been mainly applied to the “AC Optimal Power Flow” problem,
in which the optimal routing of power from generators to consumers is determined, in particular
in critical heavily-loaded conditions when linearising assumptions on transmission lines do not

hold. A novel algorithm has been proposed
which combines sequential linear programming
with the use of trust regions. Previous work on
Bernstein polynomials for global optimisation has
been extended to deal with “hybrid” systems, in
which discrete as well as continuous variables
appear (for example, disconnecting generators or
consumers).
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Update on work package 4.3
Modelling and control of heterogeneous power generation networks
with chemical process loads
QIU Xueheng (PhD student, NTU) reports that
better time series forecasting models have been
investigated and proposed by developing better
ensemble strategies. Specially, short-term electric
load forecasting plays an important role in the
management of modern power systems. Improving the accuracy and efficiency of electric load
forecasting can help power utilities design reasonable operational planning, which will lead to
the improvement of economic and social benefits
of the systems. A hybrid incremental learning
approach composed of Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), Empirical Mode Decomposition
(EMD) and Random Vector Functional Link network (RVFL) is presented in this work. RVFL network is a universal approximator with good efficiency because of the randomly generated
weights between input and hidden layers and the
close form solution for parameter computation.
By introducing incremental learning, along with
ensemble approach via DWT and EMD into RVFL
network, the forecasting performance can be significantly improved with respect to both efficiency and accuracy. The electric load datasets from
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO)
were used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed incremental DWT-EMD based RVFL network. Moreover, the attractiveness of the proposed method can be demonstrated by the comparison with eight benchmark forecasting methods.
The topic of Xueheng’s project is “Ensemble Time
Series Forecasting Algorithms with Applications
in Power Systems and Financial Markets”. Currently, his research field is mainly focused on
deep learning methods and ensemble algorithms.
In Xueheng’s study, various kinds of time series
forecasting algorithms have been reviewed, in-
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cluding Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Support Vector Regression (SVR), Random Forest
(RF), Kernel Ridge Regression (KRR), Deep Belief
Network (DBN), Long Short Term Memory
(LSTM) and ensemble methods. A decision tree
ensemble method called least square estimation
based oblique RF has been proposed for time series forecasting, which has been recently published in the journal Information Sciences.
Xueheng has also investigated a randomised version of neural network, which is called Random
Vector Functional Link Network (RVFL), and proposed an effective and efficient learning model
for short term electricity load demand forecasting
by combining Discrete wavelet transform (DWT),
EMD and RVFL with incremental learning. This
work has been accepted by the journal KnowledgeBased Systems. Moreover, an Empirical Mode Decomposition based incremental ensemble approach is proposed for crude oil price forecasting,
which has been accepted by the SSCI2018 conference. For future research directions, multivariate
time series forecasting models shall be constructed, using the potential learning ability of deep
learning methods. Moreover, the concept of deep
learning can also be applied with RVFL to develop deep RVFL structure to make use of RVFL’s
advantages for computation time.
Rémy Rigo-Mariani (Research Fellow, NTU) has
worked on the design, planning and operation of
power distribution systems, taking into account
CO2 emissions as well as monetary costs. This has
built on his earlier work on modelling CO2 emissions from combined-cycle power plant. The technical challenge here is the very many possible
configurations which must be considered, and
which lead to overwhelming computational complexity if tackled naively.
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Update on work package 4.4
Modelling of chemical process loads and local generator-based
electrical network akin to Jurong Island
Srinivasa Rao Kamala (PhD student, NUS) is
studying the small-signal stability analysis of micro-grids when subjected to small or large disturbances. Micro-grid small-signal stability is affected by many factors, including initial operating
conditions, types of sources in the system, characteristics of various loads (e.g. constant power
loads). In this report, a method for d-q frame impedance measurement and the small signal stability analysis of a three-phase power electronic converter-based system with constant power loads
(CPLs) is presented. In this method, a multi-tone
current signal is generated based on the Newman’s optimal phase angle to measure d-q frame
impedances and subsequently the system stability
is analysed using general Nyquist Stability Crite-

ria based on the source and load impedances. After analysing stability, an active control method is
applied to improve the stability margin of the
system based on the grid impedance conditions
by reshaping the impedance profile of the load
subsystem containing the CPL. The effectiveness
of active control method has been tested in
MATLAB/Simulink simulation environment for a
three-phase motor drive system feeding through
an active front end (AFE) rectifier, which behaves
as the CPL. Figure 4.2a and Figure 4.2b show the
test system and its d-q domain equivalent circuit.
A general multi-sine injection signal, Newman’s
optimal injection signal and its FFT plot are
shown in Figure 4.3a and the impedance measurement algorithm is shown in Figure 4.3b.

Fig 4.2: (a) The 3-phase motor drive system with AFE and (b) d-q frame representation with shunt perturbation.

Fig 4.3: (a) General multi-tone signal, multi-tone signal generated by Newman’s method and its FFT plot. (b)
Impedance measurement algorithm.
Srinivasa Rao Kamala
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The stability analysis using
the Nyquist stability criterion
for return ratio term i.e. daxis term of the return ratio
Ldd and the Nyquist plot is
shown in Figure 3(b). From
the Figure 3(b), it can be concluded that the system is stable, and the phase margin
(PM) is 70° (see blue line).
Once the stability of the system is analysed, it’s possible
to reshape the source/load
sub-subsystem impedance plots to improve the
system stability margin by means of the internal
control algorithm. In the present work, to improve the stability margin, only the bandwidth of
the voltage controller of the AFE is varied to reshape the impedance profile of the load, because
the grid impedance cannot be changed. Bandwidth of the voltage controller has influence on
the converter output impedances i.e. the lower
the voltage loop bandwidth is, the higher the output impedance. Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b give
the simulation result for the test system with different voltage controller i.e. controller with higher
bandwidth (green line). It is clear from the Figure
4.4b that, the input impedance of the CPL is increased to improve stability margin and it’s improved from 70° to 81°.
Partha Pratim Biswas (PhD student, NTU) is now
a Senior Research Engineer researching the planning of power transmission and distribution networks, the power flow in the network, distributed
generations, integration of renewable sources in

Fig 4.4: (a) Impedance plot for Ldd term for weak grid
scenario (blue line) and improvised Ldd (green line)
after applying the stability improvement method. (b)
The GNC plot for the Ldd term.
Srinivasa Rao Kamala
smart grids and design of power quality improvement filters. Maximising profit and minimising
cost, system losses and carbon emissions are usually set as the objectives of the optimisation problems. As most of these optimisation problems are
non-linear and constrained, classical methods are
not very effective in solving them. In last couple
of decades, population-based metaheuristics have
gained immense popularity due to their strengths
in solving non-linear, multimodal and constrained optimisation problems. The research
works in Partha’s PhD thesis emphasise primarily
the performance evaluation of these metaheuristics, also called evolutionary algorithms, for single-objective and multi-objective optimisation
problems in power systems.

Fig. 4.5: An overview of Partha’s current research.
Partha Pratim Biswas
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Dr Joymala Moirangthem (Research
Fellow, NUS): One of the most challenging tasks in an electrical power
system for its operators is maintaining the system’s electrical security.
System assessment tasks such as
monitoring and contingency analysis are very important to make the
power system secure and reliable.
Contingency analysis is one of the
techniques widely used to predict
the effect of outages like failure of
equipment, transmission line failure
etc. on the power system. This allows the system
operators to take necessary actions (preventive
and corrective operation) in order to prevent
blackout events. Power-flow analysis is the backbone to perform the contingency studies. For a
complex electrical grid (the grid moving towards
modernisation), computing the power-flows and
bus voltages using the traditional power flow
method consumes a lot of time and also doesn’t
guarantee the solutions. Increase in the number of
components, allowing system to operate closer to
their capacity, and integrating intermittent renewable energy sources have increased the probability of multiple component failures. A fast
power-flow algorithm could be used to perform
an (N-1) or (N-x) contingency analyses. A holomorphic embedded power flow (HEPF) method
has been extended to study the effect on an electrical grid due to (N-1) contingency. The above
method has been tested on WSCC (Western Sys-

Fig 4.7: Values of real-power performance index (PIP)
for IEEE 9-bus system.

Fig 4.6: Single line diagram of WSCC system.
Dr Joymala Moirangthem
tem Coordinating Council) system, which is the
IEEE 9-bus system as shown in Figure 4.6, thus
creating transmission line outage one at the time.
The contingency ranking has been done based on
the severity of the system. The severity is determined by calculating the total sum of voltage performance index (PIV) and real-power performance index (PIP). The highest value indicates
higher rank and higher level of severity. Figure
4.7 and Figure 4.8 show the graphical representations of these performance indices for each outage
cases, and contingency ranking for this bus system based on the PIP and PIV values is shown in
Figure 4.9. It is clear from Figure 4.9 that the contingency number 3 which the line outage contingency corresponding to the line connected between buses (5-4) is the most severe contingency.

Fig 4.8: Values of voltage performance index (PIV) for
IEEE 9-bus system.
Dr Joymala Moirangthem
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Fig 4.9: Contingency ranking based on the
overall sum of PIP and PIV of IEEE 9-bus
system.
Dr Joymala Moirangthem
cations, she had been working on
unit commitment problem and optimal power flow problem from
power system operation and planning.

Dr Bhagyesh Vijay Patil (Research Fellow, NTU)
reports on the development of the decentralised
nonlinear MPC scheme for excitation of multimachine power systems. Modern electrical power
systems have experienced great changes due to
large complexities arising from increasing levels
of inter-connections and the introduction of new
technologies such as FACTS, HVDC, renewable
energy sources etc. In addition, in modern power
systems, the distances between the places where
energy is generated and consumed are often
large. As a consequence the transients occurring
among energy generating units might result in
blackouts. In this environment safe, stable, and
efficient operation of power systems under transients has become quite challenging. This work
investigates a novel decentralised solution approach based on the MPC philosophy for efficient
operation of the power system.
Dr Nandar Lynn (Research Fellow, NTU) has
been working on computational intelligent algorithms (particle swarm optimisation, differential
evolution, etc.) and its applications. As the appli-

Fig 4.10: Production cost comparison.

The unit commitment problem
(UCP) in power systems is an important optimisation problem
which schedules the generating units while satisfying system and unit constraints with minimum
production cost. For the unit commitment problem, Dr Lynn has been working with Rammohan Mallipeddi, who is an associate professor
from Kyungpook National University, South Korea. They worked together on developing a new
hybrid method comprising of priority list (PL)
and particle swarm optimisation (PSO) to tackle
the UCP. While Rammohan worked on the priority list method, Dr Lynn worked on the PSO and
applied a new hybrid model to UCP. The performance of their proposed hybrid model called
TPL_HCLPSO was evaluated using 10-, 20-, 40-,
60-, 80-, 100-bus benchmark power systems and
compared with recent approaches such as deterministic, stochastic and the hybrid models. As
shown in Figures 1 and 2, their proposed hybrid
model achieved a remarkable cost reduction in
power production and provided the lowest minimum production cost. The work has been completed and submitted to Neural Computing Journal.

Fig 4.11: Cost savings of TPL_HCLPSO over other
hybrid models.
Dr Nandar Lynn
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The optimal power flow (OPF) problem determines the optimal settings of control variables at
which the power system operates in the most secure, stable and reliable condition while satisfying all the physical and operational constraints.
For the optimal power flow problem, Dr Lynn
had been working with Partha, who is doing his
PhD under Prof. P.N. Suganthan. They had been
working on new OPF problem formulation with
renewable energies as well as FACTS devices.
FACTS stands for “Flexible AC Transmission System” and they are able to support voltage control,
active and reactive power flow, transient stability
and dynamic stability, etc. thereby enhancing the
flexibility, stability, reliability and power transfer
capability of the power system. Their new OPF
problem determines the optimal operating level
as well as the optimal setting of FACTS devices in
a power system with wind and solar renewable
resources. While Partha worked on modelling of
FACTS devices, Dr Lynn implemented CI algorithms to new OPF problem and conducted the
experiments on IEEE 30 and 57 bus benchmark

Fig 4.12: Voltage profile of IEEE 30 load buses.
Dr Nandar Lynn
systems. With FACTS devices, the active and reactive power losses as well as emission has been
reduced as shown in Table 1. Also in Figure 4.12,
it can be seen that the load bus voltage profile
becomes improved and the voltage stability is
enhanced. Dr Lynn has done all the simulations
and is currently preparing a paper based on this
work.

Table 1: Comparison with/without FACTS devices on OPF problem with renewable resources.

Emission (ton/h)

Without FACTS
1.76222

With FACTS
0.16026

Active Power Loss (MW)

5.80970

5.71930

Reactive Power Loss (MW)
Voltage Stability (L-index (max))

9.45780
0.14770

7.43980
0.14610

Update on work package 4.5
Model building, integration and maintenance
Prof. Jan Maciejowski (PI, CAM) has continued
work on fundamental input-output properties of
linear dynamical systems .The work on the relationship between ‘inverse response’ of linear sys-

tems and the zero locations of transfer functions
(already reported in previous reports) was presented at the 2018 European Control Conference.

Update on work package 4.6
Demonstration of proposed algorithms on pilot scale
Aparna Vijaya Mohan (Masters student, NTU) is
working on the project “Grid connected and
standalone operation of hybrid energy storage
systems using three level dc-dc converters”. In
this project, the new three-level bidirectional DCDC converter configuration for the battery and

supercapacitor (SC) energy storage systems in
DC microgrids will be investigated. The PI-based
control method will be implemented to operate
the proposed converter with the hybrid energy
storage system. Furthermore, the DC microgrid
with a three-level DC-DC converter will be con-
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nected to the AC grid with a DC-AC converter.
The grid-connected and islanding operating
mode of the system will also be studied. The system operating principle, controller design, stability analysis, simulation and experimental studies
will be analysed. The proposed three-level bidirectional DC-DC converter and DC-AC converter
configuration can effectively integrate the battery,

SC and the AC grid with the bidirectional power
flow. The proposed system and control algorithm
will be simulated on Matlab/Simulink. She has
completed the literature review of the project and
yet to start with the simulation. The image shows
the hardware setup of the project that is already
available in the lab. The DC link needs to be extended and connected to the AC grid.
Fig 4.13: Hardware setup
of Aparna’s project “Grid
connected and standalone
operation of hybrid
energy storage systems
using three level dc-dc
converters”.
Aparna Vijay Mohan

Ashok Krishnan (PhD student, NTU) has been
working on the optimal scheduling of multienergy systems for industrial parks such as Jurong Island. Industrial parks such as Jurong Island are often huge consumers of electricity and
thermal power. Additionally, they also host numerous combined heat and power plants (CHPs)
which can be used to connect the electrical and
thermal energy streams. Ashok’s recent work
looks at how the CHPs can coordinate with heterogeneous energy generation sources such as renewable energy sources, boilers, conventional
fossil fuel-based generators, utility power, battery
energy storage systems and thermal energy storage systems apart from flexible components such
as interruptible and schedulable loads to ensure
that the energy demand is satisfied in an optimal
manner. Specifically, he looks at the participation
of such multi-energy systems in the day-ahead
electricity market by formulating and solving an
optimal scheduling problem. An interesting feature of his work is the inclusion of electrical power flow constraints in the scheduling problem
formulation to ensure the feasibility of the results
obtained from an electrical network perspective.
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He still hopes to collaborate with IRP3 researchers in Phase 2 to further expand the scope of his
work by incorporating thermal network constraints in his optimal scheduling model to truly
quantify the gains made in the energy system.
For this, he hopes to leverage on some work already done in IRP3 on the design of park-level
waste heat recovery systems.
Dr Eddy Foo (Co-PI, NTU) reports that the threephase 45kVA power amplifier arrived in the microgrid testbed located at the Clean Energy Research Laboratory in NTU in September 2018.
The power amplifier acts as an interface between
the OPAL-RT real time digital simulator and the
physical microgrid testbed. Power hardware in
the loop (PHIL) experiments can be conducted
with the power amplifiers which is an extension
of the HIL experiments that have been done previously. The training and commissioning of the
power amplifiers have been conducted in September. About seven participants attended the
training.
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Fig 4.14: The three-phase 45kVA power amplifier that acts as an interface between OPAL-RT and the physical
microgrid testbed in Clean Energy Research Laboratory in NTU.

Fig 4.15: The power
amplifier training
session.
Dr Eddy Foo

After the installation of the three-phase 45kVA is
complete, Prof GOOI Hoay Beng’s (Co-PI, NTU)
team plan to collect some Power-Hardware-inthe Loop (PHIL) results by interfacing the threephase 45kVA power amplifier with OPAL-RT.
Mr Ujjal Manandhar, a PhD student under Prof
Gooi, will be tasked to conduct the above PHIL
testing and collect the test results. He has also
been working on a paper for presentation to Professor Amaratunga in the second half of October
2018.
On 1 August 2018 Prof Gooi presented Dr Prakash’s paper, “Wavelet Transform-Spectral Kurtosis Based Hybrid Technique for Disturbance
Detection in a Microgrid" at 2018 IEEE Power &
Energy Society General Meeting, Portland, Ore-

gon, USA. In September, Ms Vijaya Mohan
Aparna, an MSc student, was approved by
CARES as a part-time student intern under the
CARES project. She worked until Phase 1 of
CARES C4T came to an end, on both the software
and software aspects of the project, “Grid Connected and Standalone Operation of Hybrid Energy Storage Systems Using Three Level DC-DC
Converters”. She also assisted Ujjal. In September, the proposal entitled “A Universal Hardware
-In-Loop Platform for Hybrid AC/DC Microgrids” was recommended to Office of Naval
Research (ONR), US Navy. The proposal is now
awaiting the final decision of ONR Acquisition
Placement Office.
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Scientific output
The following are some examples of CREATE-acknowledgement papers generated by IRP4 during the reporting
period. A full list of publications may be found on page 87.
A robust power system stabilizer for enhancement of stability in power system using adaptive fuzzy sliding mode control
Prakash Ray, Basanta Panigrahi, Pravat Rout,
Asit Mohanty, Eddy Foo and Hoay Beng Gooi
DOI: 10.1016/j.asoc.2018.08.033
Abstract: This paper presents design of power
system stabiliser (PSS) based on conventional
fuzzy-PID and type-1 fuzzy controller for stability improvements in single as well as multimachine power system connected to infinite bus under different loading conditions. Again, fuzzy
and integral sliding mode controllers (FSMC and
I-SMC) are being incorporated with PSS into the
power system to improve the stability performance. But, the presence of chattering in this controller may lead to low frequency oscillations of
smaller magnitudes that can sustain to disturb
the power transfer capability and the stability of

Detection of islanding and fault disturbances in
microgrid using wavelet packet transform
Prakash Ray, Basanta Panigrahi, Pravat Rout,
Asit Mohanty, Eddy Foo and Hoay Beng Gooi
DOI: 10.1080/03772063.2018.1454344
Abstract: Fast detection of islanding is very important for effective operation and control in distributed generation (DG) penetrated distribution
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the system. Therefore, to enhance the performance and efficiency of the power system, a novel adaptive fuzzy sliding mode controller with a
robust sliding surface is designed to overcome
the possible chattering due to system uncertainties and dynamics. In the proposed adaptive
fuzzy sliding mode controller (AFSMC), the stability is ensured through Lyapunov analysis and
synthesis test. In addition to the graphical simulation analysis, a quantitative stability approach
and real-time test using OPAL-RT OP5600 is also
carried out in order to augment the stability
study. Further, stability test using eigen modes,
root locus and Bode plots are presented to assess
the stability performance of the proposed controller. Both the qualitative and quantitative analysis
ensures better and robust performance of proposed controllers in comparison to the conventional fuzzy-PID and type-1 fuzzy controller.

networks. The islanding detection techniques
such as passive, active, communication, and hybrid have their own merits and demerits. This
paper proposed wavelet transform (WT) and
wavelet packet transform (WPT) based techniques for detection of islanding and fault disturbances in a microgrid consisting of resources
like wind turbine generator, fuel cell (FC), and
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microturbine. Voltage signal is extracted at
the point of common coupling (PCC) and is
passed through these detection techniques
to obtain the time-frequency multiresolution analysis. Further, to validate the
graphical study, performance indices (PIs)
like standard deviation and entropy are
calculated for the disturbance detection using suitable selection of threshold. A comparative analysis using WT and WPT is presented in the form of graphical simulation
as well as in terms of PIs to analyse their
effectiveness and robustness under different operating conditions. It is observed that
WPT shows better detection capability in
comparison to WT even under 20-dB noisy
scenarios.
Parameter estimation of solar cells using
datasheet information with the application of
an adaptive differential evolution algorithm
Partha Biswas, P. N. Suganthan, Guohua Wu and
Gehan Amaratunga
DOI: 10.1016/j.renene.2018.07.152
Abstract: A solar cell or photovoltaic (PV) module is electrically represented by an appropriate
circuit model with certain defined parameters.
The parameters are required to be correctly computed from solar cell characteristic and/or a set
of experimental data for simulation and control
of the PV system. However, experimental data or
accurate characteristic data (i.e. current-voltage
or I-V curve) of a PV module may not be readily
available. The manufacturer of a PV system usually provides relevant information on open circuit, short circuit and maximum power points.
Therefore, an alternate approach is to estimate
the PV system parameters by utilising the I-V
characteristic data at these three major points.
The process involves formulation and solution of
complex non-linear equations from an adopted
solar cell model. This paper proposes an application of an advanced adaptive differential evolution algorithm on the problem of PV module parameter estimation using minimum available information from the manufacturer datasheet by
implementing single-diode and double-diode
models. Linear population size reduction tech-

nique of success history based adaptive differential evolution (L-SHADE) algorithm is implemented to minimise the error of current-voltage
relationships at the above-mentioned three important points defining the I-V characteristic. The
algorithm facilitates evolution of solutions that
result in almost zero error (< 10-12) at these three
major points. All relevant parameters of the PV
cell are optimised by the algorithm without any
assumption or predetermination of parameters. It
is observed that a set of feasible solutions
(parameters) is obtained for the PV module from
multiple runs of the algorithm. The fact of attaining several probable solutions from datasheet
information using few other metaheuristics is
also discussed in this work.
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Other activities and achievements
Dr Eddy Foo received the NTU early career teaching excellence award in August 2018. He was appointed Topic Co-Chair (Renewable Energy) for
the Asian Conference on Energy, Power and
Transportation Electrification (ACEPT 2018), held
in Singapore in October 2018.
Ashok Krishnan was hosted by Prof. Jan
Maciejowski at Pembroke College, Cambridge
University in July. During his visit to Cambridge,
he interacted with several researchers in the Control Group at Cambridge and discussed possible
avenues for future collaboration. On the last day
of his visit, he delivered a seminar on his recent
work on multi-energy systems titled “Optimal
Scheduling of Multi-Energy Systems” to the Control Group.
Prof. Hoay Beng GOOI presented the recent research work at Isolated Power System (IPS) Connect 2018 at Maui, Hawaii in October. He was
invited to deliver a Keynote speech entitled,
“Hierarchical Transactive Energy Management
System for Enhanced Community Market Participation” at 3rd International Conference on New
Energy and Applications (CNEA), Singapore during November 2018. He was invited as a speaker
in the Panel session, “Internet + Smart Energy” at
PowerCon 2018, Guangzhou, China during November.
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The paper “Right-half plane zeros are not necessary for inverse response” was presented at the
European Control Conference, Cyprus, June 2018 by
Prof. Maciejowski.
Prof. Maciejowski co-organised the 27th annual
Workshop of the European Research Network on
System Identification (ERNSI) in Cambridge during September.
Dr Joymala Moirangthem attended the IEEE conference on Environment and Electrical Engineering held in Palermo, Italy in June.
Partha Biswas attended the 2nd International Summer School on Deep Learning 2018 in Genova,
Italy.
Dr Bhagyesh Patil organised and chaired a special
track on Constraint Programming, Optimization,
and Power System Management at the CP 2018
conference in August, Lille, France.
Dr Bhagyesh Patil was invited as a visiting Professor in Prof. Bruno Francois’s group L2EP in
École Centrale de Lille, France from August to
September 2018.
Prof. Gehan Amaratunga organised an IRP4 Research Review Symposium in Singapore in October to demonstrate some of the work achieved by
IRP4 during Phase 1.
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CARBON CAPTURE AND UTILISATION USING A
TABLE-TOP CHEMICAL FACTORY
The aim of the eCO₂EP project is to develop a “table-top chemical factory” that uses
electrochemical processes to convert CO₂ into ethylene or to 1-propanol – two
molecular products widely used in the chemical industry. Earlier research carried out
at CREATE has demonstrated that CO₂ molecules can be transformed into
hydrocarbons through the application of electro-catalysis.
eCO2EP’s research will, among other things, study the viability of scaling CO₂
reduction processes, including techno-economic evaluation of the use of off-peak
renewable electricity in areas with excess capacity. The project will allow the
exploration of a new energy-chemistry solution for a more sustainable future.
eCO₂EP is led by PIs:
Prof. Alexei Lapkin (CAM)
Prof. Joel Ager (Berkeley)
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OVERVIEW
T

he eCO2EP project is currently in its months
6-12. During recent months the project team
(WP1) has moved and re-installed electrochemical
equipment and the team now has all the necessary reaction systems and analytical instrumentation in the CARES lab. The team of researchers is
almost complete, with our final research fellow in
WP3 arriving late November.

beginning to generate scientific outputs and this,
we expect, will rapidly ramp up.
Prof. Alexei Lapkin, PI
University of Cambridge
Prof. Joel Ager, PI
University of California, Berkeley

The team in WP1 is also very much looking forward to the delivery in December of a new mass
spectrometer to replace the current SIFT system
with a PTR-MS, which will give us better time
resolution and sensitivity. The project is already

Update on work package 1
New catalyst discovery and characterisation
Dr Guanyu LIU (Research Fellow, NTU) has successfully synthesised nanostructured catalysts
such as CuO, ZnO and Cu-ZnO using a flame
system with optimised synthesis parameters. A
gas-phase conversion method has been developed to convert flame-made nanoparticulate
films to metal-organic framework (MOF) films.
This method is compatible with the flame synthesis for large-scale production of catalysts for electrochemical CO2 reduction. Using this method,
flame-made metal oxides have been completely
converted to corresponding MOFs. Subsequently,
these synthesised catalysts have been character-
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ised by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Xray diffraction (XRD), transmission electron microscopy (TEM), etc. Their catalytic activities for
electrochemical CO2 reduction have also been
tested. Faradaic efficiency of up to 40% has been
achieved for ethylene production. To further improve the catalytic activity and selectivity, bimetallic catalysts are currently investigated. Their
working mechanisms will be further analysed
experimentally and theoretically.
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Fig 5.1: Synthesised
nanostructured catalysts and their
catalytic performance.
Dr Guanyu Liu

Dr CHEN Yubo (Research Fellow, CARES):
Degree of Geometric Tilting Determines the
Activity of FeO6 Octahedra for Water Oxidation:
Fe oxides and (oxy)hydroxides are promising cost
-effective catalysts for scalable water electrolysis.
For an improvement in the understanding of the
structural factors required by the most active Fe

Dr Divya Nagaraj (Research Fellow, NUS) has
been working on developing catalysts for the utilisation of CO2 as chemical feedstock for valueadded products which further can pave the path
for mitigating increased greenhouse gas. Electrochemical conversion of CO2 is the most efficient
way of producing industrial feedstocks. However, producing higher hydrocarbon (≥C2) gaseous
and liquid products with high selectivity, high
faradaic efficiency and low activation over potential is still a challenge. She is focusing on developing an appropriate design of the catalyst with

sites, the role of geometric tilting in determining
the activity of the FeO6 octahedron for water oxidation was investigated. The catalytic performance of the FeO6 octahedron in a series of crystalline structures, i.e., perovskites AFeO3, spinel
ZnFe2O4, and β-FeOOH, was found to be negatively correlated with their octahedral tilting degree. This correlation was rationalised
through the Fe–O covalency, which is
reflected by the O 2p band centre as
well as the charge-transfer energy obtained from ab initio calculations.
Thus, it was disclosed that FeO6 octahedral tilting alters the activity for water oxidation through changing the
covalency degree of Fe–O bonds.

suitable morphology that can address the challenge by producing ≥C2 products. She is also
studying the effect of adding dopants into the
lattice or the sub-lattice of the catalyst, which is
another approach for obtaining ≥C2 products.
Once the products are formed, she will characterise and measure the products both quantitatively
and qualitatively using online GC (for gaseous
products), HPLC (for liquid products) and real
time monitoring using PTR-MS TOF (for both
liquid and gaseous products) respectively.
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Update on work package 2
Modelling and data informatics
Under the supervision of Dr Matthew Sherburne,
Dr Quang Thang (Victor) Trinh (Research Fellow,
NTU) has worked on computational studies to
guide the design of more efficient catalysts for
CO2 reduction, based on density functional theory (DFT) calculations. His previous study in
C4T’s IRP1 predicted that a novel boron-doped
Cu catalyst (called B-Cu) would facilitate the C-C
coupling and enhance the yield of C 2 products.
Inspired by the DFT prediction, Dr Lily Mandal
has synthesised the B-Cu catalyst by depositing
boron on a copper surface followed by annealing.
Preliminary results show that B has indeed been
incorporated into interstitial sites in the Cu lattice, and the as-synthesised B-Cu performs well
for CO2 reduction with the faradaic efficiency for
ethylene formation approaching 50%, significantly larger than for pure Cu. Further optimisation
of the catalyst design and manufacturing is currently underway.
Dr Trinh also developed a method based on DFT
simulations of X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS) as a tool to characterise catalysts for CO2
reduction. A case study of CuO, as a model catalyst, demonstrated an integrated experimental
(XPS) and theoretical (DFT+U) approach to investigate surface catalysis on transition metal oxides
(TMOs), can be an effective approach to understanding surfaces of alloyed catalyst. Standalone
density functional theory (DFT) and experimental
surface characterisation techniques are widely
used to provide insights into reaction mechanisms and pathways for TMO catalysed reactions. However, in order to investigate reactions
and catalysts under real operating conditions, it is
vital to develop novel approaches that integrate
the surface sensitive experimental techniques and
theoretical tools, thus paving the way for the design and development of more active and selec-
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tive TMO-based catalysts. Additionally, the synergistic application of DFT and surface characterisation methods presents a tremendous potential
to overcome challenges arising from their solitary
application to study catalysis. Using this integrated approach, this has allowed the simultaneous
(i) determine the optimum U value for performing DFT calculations (benchmarking DFT methods) of TMO surface catalysed reactions, and, (ii)
identify and assign adsorbate/intermediate species to experimentally observed XPS peaks. The
comparison of DFT+U computed and experimentally measured CLBEs provides the correct U value for DFT and in the process of U value determination, known and unknown surface moieties
and their configurations are identified and correlated to corresponding XPS shifts. This method
should be extendable to additional surface science techniques such as in situ and temperature
programmed XPS, for more accurate determination and prediction of reaction mechanisms, pathways, catalytic active sites and thus guide the
design and development of efficient and novel
TMO based catalysts. The paper based on those
results has been accepted for publication on The
Journal of Physical Chemistry C.
Martin (Research Scientist, CARES) has completed literature reviews on electrochemical systems
in general, particularly flow reactors for converting CO2 into useful products with the help of
electricity. As a mathematical modeller and software developer, all the work involved is developing, maintaining and extending existing chemical
kinetics software to include capabilities of electrochemistry. This software will be used to optimise
the macro kinetics reaction pathways, which will
be in the order of hundreds of elementary reactions when converting from CO2 into ethylene
and 1-propanol.
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Fig. 5.2: Flow Reactor for CO2 conversion. HCGC is the cathode gas channel, HGDL is the gas diffusion layer (both
anode and cathode), HElec is the electrolyte channel and HAGD is the anode gas channel. Furthermore, the roman
numerals define the boundary conditions of the fluids and chemistry inside this reactor. I Cathode gas channel
inlet. II Cathode gas channel outlet. III Cathode gas channel horizontal walls. IV Cathode gas channel vertical
walls. V Cathode gas-channel-GDL interface. VI Cathode GDE vertical walls. VII Cathode CL-electrolyte interface. VIII Anode CL-electrolyte interface. IX Anode GDE vertical walls. X Anode gas-channel-GDL interface. XI
Anode gas channel wall/inlet. XII Anode gas channel wall/outlet. XIII Anode gas channel wall/opening.
Martin
Figure 5.2 has been adapted from many recent
publications on reactor flow for CO2 conversion
to CO only. In the figure, there exists many chemical species as products of CO2 conversion. In
Martin’s research, there will be even more species
because of multiple reaction pathways. To determine which of the elementary reactions are relevant to the expected end products, he will collaborate with those working on DFT to get the reaction rate constant for each of the elementary process and to list all the reactions that have high
probabilities of occurrence. He will also the soft-

ware in order to be able to model the electrochemistry process where there are ions (current)
involved.
Dr Kuppa Ashoke Raman (Research Fellow,
NUS):
Transport modelling of an electrochemical reactor: A base model of a reactor used for the electrochemical conversion of CO2 to CO has been
developed. The cell design is similar to that of a
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell.
However, instead of using a membrane as the

Fig. 5.3: left The polarisation curve. right The partial current density for CO as a function of input CO 2
concentration by volume.
Dr Kuppa Ashoke Raman
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electrolyte, we adopt a continuous flowing electrolyte channel. The test cell design consists of a
gas flow channel, gas diffusion layer and the catalyst layer on the cathode side. Similar configuration is adapted on the anode side as well, however, for the present test case we have assumed the
anode gas channel to be open. Both these electrodes are separated by a flowing electrolyte
channel. A complete set of transport equations
for the fluid flow, mass transfer and charge
transport are solved using a finite element based

commercial software, COMSOL. Figure 5.3 illustrates the results obtained from our simulations.
The CO partial current density is observed to increase with increase in applied voltage and input
concentration of CO2. This framework will be
employed to model reactions used for converting
CO-2 into ethylene and propanol. Parameter estimation study is being currently undertaken to
perform the sensitivity analysis using the Monte
Carlo method.

Figure 5.4: Temporal
sequence of different
transient behaviour in
droplet morphology with
amplitude (a) Ua = 0.0209
and (b) Ua = 0.0669 at
pulsating frequency of 0.2.
Dr Kuppa Ashoke Raman
Modelling water flooding inside the gas flow
channel: The reactions taking place inside the
reactor are dependent on the rate of electron
transfer and mass transfer of the reacting species
to the catalyst. One of the way to enhance mass
transfer is to use a pulsating flow into the gas
feed channel. In case of production of liquid
products, a common occurrence is the problem of
water flooding inside the gas channel.
To investigate the behaviour of such flows occurring in the gas feed channel, a numerical investi-

gation on the motion of a droplet resting on the
surface of the flow channel is performed using
the lattice Boltzmann method. The effect of varying pulse amplitudes and frequency of the droplet dynamics is studied. A phase regime diagram
is constructed which shows droplet the final outcome of droplet resting or detachment with varying amplitudes and frequencies. This work will
be extended to a more general case of droplet
motion on a rough surface.

Update on work package 3
Chemical factory on a table
Dr Krishna Gudena’s (Research Fellow, CARES)
research interest lies in plantwide design, optimisation, advanced control and techno-economic
analysis of large-scale process systems.
Dr Gudena is primarily responsible for developing the specifications of the table-top factory, developing its automation and control system, integrating the reaction and the separation components, developing process data storage and analysis solutions and performing the technoeconomic analysis. He is also responsible for
tracking the timeline of delivery of the individual
components for the integrated table-top factory,
identifying and commissioning contractors. Due
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to the multi-faceted nature of his work, Dr Gudena works closely with the team that is developing
new electrodes and scaling up the electrochemical cell, and with researchers working on product
separation. The final objective for his work is to
achieve the integration of the components of the
electrochemical CO2 conversion system into a
functional demonstration device, and the operation of the table-top chemical factory.
As progress in this direction, the methods to obtain the complete table-top factory flowsheet are
currently being worked on. A surrogate reactor
model based on the WP2 Comsol model or an
equivalent yield reactor based on the experi-
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mental data from WP1 will be used to initiate the
reactor modelling in Aspen. The validity of the
thermodynamics and the physical properties that
are the key for the reliable plant model are being
tested. On the separation front, an adsorption
process will be used to selectively remove and
maximise the desired product of interest. Since
adsorption is a dynamic phenomenon, a timedependent model for the product separation will
be built and further validated. Each of the independent units from the table-top factory model
will be validated before proceeding with optimisation and control of the process. Scale-up, product separation and efficient use of CO2 to maximise the product yield are the key challenges in
large-scale chemical processes, and this part of
the study will help considerably in analysing the
information found. Plantwide CAPEX/OPEX
modelling and techno-economic analysis will
then follow. The techno-economic analysis will be
subjected to sensitivity and uncertainty tests for
multi-scenario analysis and to provide further
insight into this process.
Dr Souradip Malkhandi (Research Fellow, NUS)
has been working on the design and development of a table-top CO2 electrolyser. Electroreduction of CO2 is not only another method for
carbon sequestration, but also a potential ecofriendly process for the production of valueadded chemicals such as ethylene, ethanol, methanol and propanol. Until now most of the research on the electro-reduction of CO2 has been
focused on the development of the catalysts and
understanding of the catalytic reaction mechanism. Usually, such research is carried out in a
model electrochemical system, where the electrochemical reactions are studied on a highly controlled small electrode surface (less than 1 cm2) at

few milliamp of current density. Although model
electrochemical studies are good for understanding the science behind this, it is not practically
useful for generating a significant amount of
products.
Consequently, that limitation makes technoeconomic modelling and feasibility studies difficult, if not impossible. The development of a table
-top CO2 electrolyser will be the next logical progression to show how the results of model electrochemical study will be reflected in a practical
and small but industrial-type electrochemical
system. Keeping in mind all these factors, Dr
Malkhandi is developing an electrolyser with a
scale factor of 100, i.e. electrode size 100 cm 2,
which will be operated at a current density of
several hundred milliamps/cm2. This table-top
reactor will be designed to generate products in
quantities that are multiple orders of magnitude
higher than model electrochemical systems. In
the reporting period, Dr Malkhandi worked towards setting up the specifications, designing the
table-top reactor and associated fluid control system, computerised measurements and control
system for the electrolyser and procuring components.
Fig. 5.5: Proposed table-top CO2
electrolyser.
Dr Souradip Malkhandi

Scientific output
Metal-oxygen Hybridization Determined Activity in Spinel-based Oxygen Evolution Catalysts:
A Case Study of ZnFe2-xCrxO4
Haiyan Li, Shengnan Sun, Shibo Xi, Yubo Chen,
Ting Wang, Yonghua Du, Matthew Sherburne,
Joel Ager, Adrian Fisher and Zhichuan Xu
DOI: 10.1021/acs.chemmater.8b02871

Abstract: A good understanding of the correlation
between electronic properties and catalytic performance is vital to the rational design of active
oxygen evolution reaction (OER) catalysts. Here,
a volcano-shaped correlation between the OER
activity and the Cr substitution amount was
found for spinel oxides ZnFe2–xCrxO4 (x = 0–2), in
which Zn2+ resides in tetrahedral (Td) sites while
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Fe3+ and Cr3+ occupy octahedral (Oh) sites.
Such a relationship probably is because Cr
substitution tunes the eg occupancy of Ohsite transition metals (TMOh) via the Oh–
Oh superexchange effect. Density functional calculations further revealed the
hybridisation degree between the TM Oh
3d and the O 2p states, and a volcanoshaped trend was also found in the variation of TMOh 3d-O 2p hybridisation with
the amount of Cr substitution. The good
correlation between the OER activity and the hybridisation highlights the important role of metal
Chemical storage of renewable energy
Joel Ager and Alexei Lapkin
DOI: 10.1126/science.aat7918
Abstract: The conversion of carbon dioxide (CO2)
into fuels and chemicals using renewable energy
is a potential pathway to mitigate increasing CO2
concentration in the atmosphere and acidification
of the oceans. In a process that is essentially the
reverse of combustion and is analogous to photosynthesis, CO2 can be electrochemically reduced
to hydrocarbons by using renewable power
sources such as wind and solar. This process
would not compete with direct use of renewable
energy as electricity, as the objective is to store
excess energy for later use. On page 783 of this
issue, Dinh et al. show that ethylene can be generated selectively via electrochemical CO2 reduction at rates that could yield a technologically
feasible process. The thermodynamics of reduc-

–oxygen hybridisation in determining the OER
activity of these spinel oxides.
ing CO2 are similar to those of splitting water into
hydrogen and oxygen, which has been done commercially with an energetic efficiency as high as
80%. However, CO2 reduction is considerably
more challenging because of the unreactive nature of the CO2 molecule and the demands of
controlling multiple electron and proton transfer
events (12, in the case of ethylene) on the surface
of the electrocatalyst. Copper catalysts bind carbon monoxide (CO) and other reaction intermediates in such a way as to produce two-carbon
products such as ethylene and ethanol. However,
it has been difficult to steer the reaction toward
any one product. Moreover, most experimental
studies provide CO2 to the electrode from aqueous solution, where its finite solubility leads to an
upper, diffusion-limited current density of a few
tens of milliamperes per square centimetre—far
below what would be commercially relevant.

Other activities and achievements
Dr Quang Thang Trinh (Research Fellow, NTU)
was invited to attend and deliver a keynote
speech at the RoHan DAAD SDG Workshop
2018: Catalysis Toward Sustainable Chemical Industry, which took place at the Hanoi University
of Science and Technology, Vietnam in September 2018. The workshop was co-organised by the
University of Rostock, the Leibniz Institute for
Catalysis as well as the Hanoi University of Science and Technology (HUST) and the Hanoi University of Science (VNU-HUS). Dr Trinh’s talk
“Computational guided design of catalyst for
sustainable and green energy” was well received
by the audience.
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Dr Trinh giving his
keynote presentation.
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Professor Alan Bond
Monash University
Unexpectedly stable formally platinum(III)
complexes produced by electrochemical oxidation of platinum(II) anti-cancer drugs
In this lecture, the synthesis, characterisation and
biological activity of some new anti-cancer organoamidoplatinum(II) Class 2 drugs will be presented along with an introduction to the chemistry of their oxidised Pt(III) analogues. In the case
of [Pt{(pYC6F4)NCH2CH2NEt2}X(py)] (Y= H, Br;
and X= Cl, Br, I), structural isomers have been
isolated and crystallographic properties including agostic interactions, inter and intramolecular
H-bonding and other supramolecular interactions
have been explored that may be relevant to their
DNA-binding properties. In vitro testing of the
anticancer behaviour against MCF-7 and HT-29
cell lines revealed the high activity of these
drugs. Chemical oxidation with hydrogen peroxide provides new ligand oxidised platinum(II)

complexes that represent another potential
source of anti-cancer
drugs. In contrast, electrochemical conditions
have been identified that favour the generation of
formally metal centre oxidised platinum(III) rather than ligand oxidised species. EPR, UV-Vis
and IR and XFAS methods have been used to
characterise the unexpectedly stable platinum(III)
species. Slow rearrangement of some of the monomeric platinum(III) species to their ligand oxidised counterparts formed by peroxided oxidation has been probed by 1H, 19F and 195Pt NMR
and UV-Vis spectroscopy.The PtII organoenamineamide isolated by chemical oxidation gives a
completely stable monomeric platinum(III) cation
upon electrochemical oxidation for reasons that
will be outlined.
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Dr Nishu Goyal
University of Petroleum and Energy Studies
Role of genome-scale
modelling for improving methanogenesis in
M. maripaludis
Exhaust flue gas generated during combustion of
fossil fuels such as coal accounts for about 11% of
CO2 emissions worldwide. To reduce these carbon emissions, cost-effective, clean and efficient
approaches are needed to capture the CO2 from
flue gas and convert it into a relatively cleaner
and sustainable fuel such as methane. M.
maripaludis is a fast growing, mesophilic, hydrogenotrophic methanogen which reduces CO2
(an electron acceptor) with the help of H2 (an
electron donor) for growth and methanogenesis.
Despite several decades of research on M.
maripaludis, a consolidated review on its metabolic processes and applications was lacking in
the literature. In addition, efforts to generate a
systems biology model for M. maripaludis have
not been successful. We initiated the system level
analysis and successfully reconstructed the first

genome-scale metabolic model (iMM518) of M.
maripaludis. For model validation, we performed
batch culture experiments and quantified three
key extracellular fluxes (CO2, H2, and CH4) along
with specific growth rates of M. maripaludis. A
novel process simulation approach was used to
accurately estimate these fluxes. Exceptionally
high consumption and production rates were
observed in M. maripaludis with a growth yield
of 3.549±0.149 gDCW/mol CH4. The experimental results indicated that M. maripaludis was
capable of reducing 70-95% of CO2 to CH4 during
the exponential phase. We further explored the
nitrogen-fixing ability of M. maripaludis
and performed batch culture studies on M.
maripaludis to compare the impact of NH 4+ or
N2 on methane production. Our results show that
with the same amount of nutrients in both the
reactors, N2-fixation allows methane production
for more than 30 days and hence provides an ideal scenario for dual capture of carbon and nitrogen from flue gas.

Professor Oliver Inderwildi
mm1 Consulting & Management
The paradox of plenty: The competitive advantage of smart, resource-poor economies
The resource curse, aka the paradox of plenty,
refers to the well-established fact that countries
with an abundance of natural resources tend to
develop more slowly while their economies grow
at lower rates, compared to countries with limited natural resources. This is illustrated by the
fact that the some of the most resource-poor
countries, such as Singapore and Switzerland, are
among the most innovative and richest economies in the world. Is this pure luck or due to efficient use of resources, smart polices and ingenuity in trade and business?

This
presentation
will recap and build
on a lecture given at
CREATE in 2016 in
which resource use
in Singapore was discussed and the advantages
of Singaporean resource management were highlighted. This subsequent presentation will discuss
how the apparent disadvantage of resource poverty is transformed into advantage using smart
policy frameworks ranging from economic incentives to regulation.

Through the CARES C4T Visiting Scientists Programme, expert researchers from around the world are invited to
spend time at C4T in Singapore. These researchers visited CARES C4T and hosted seminars during the reporting
period.
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